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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

The 1999 Minnesota State Legislature directed the Minnesota Zoological Board to submit 
a report to the Governor and legislature analyzing alternative governing structures, 
including conversion to a private nonprofit or local government entity. 

The purpose of this work was to determine whether a change in governance structure 
would significantly improve the Zoo's performance, management, accountability~ and 
resource development. 

Background 

Both supporters and detractors of the Minnesota Zoo in the State Legislature look with 
dismay on what they perceive to be evidence of poor management: inaccurate attendance 
projections, cost overruns on exhibits and, in the case of Discovery Bay, the need for 
deficiency. appropriations caused by increased operating costs generated by a major new 
exhibit 

What the State wants from the Zoo: 
• Clear definition of the State's financial obligations 
• Clarity about the Zoo's accountabilities 
• Respect for its status as the Zoo's major funder 
• Improved communication 

For its part, the Zoo staff and board feel misunderstood and underappreciated. They 
lament the fact that no State constituency really "owns" the Zoo. They feel their attempts 
to be entrepreneurial and refresh their product are held against them by the State when 
attendance projections do not materialize. Finally, they believe that the State has not 
maintained its capital investment in the Zoo's facilities and infrastructure. 

What the Zoo wants from the State: 
• Funding stability 
• Respect for its mission 
• Improved communication 
• Better understanding of the Zoo's uniqueness 

This is not the first time the Zoo has considered a change in governance structure. On at 
least two other occasions, one in the mid-eighties and again in 1992, the Zoo and the 
legislature explored privatization, but ultimately rejected that course of action. In both 
cases, and in the present situation as well, the call for privatization was precipitated by 
financial shortfalls. 
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The goal of this study was to evaluate how a change in governance structure could 
address the issue of financial shortfalls and other contributing factors to the Zoo's 
perf onnances challenges. We did not automatically assume that a change in governance 
would significantly improve the Zoo's performance. Instead, we evaluated the pros and 
cons of alternative governance models in the context of the root causes of the Zoo's 
perfonnance problems. 

Problem Statement 

In the course of extensive interviews and quantitative and qualitative analysis of the Zoo's 
past and current performance, we defined three problem areas of performance that have 
direct bearing on the Zoo's success. They are: 

• Accountability 
• Leadership 
• Capital 

Accountability 
As the Zoo's major funder, the State expects and deserves to have a certain amount of 
control over how its money is spent. Effective and timely communications using financial 

_ ·and activity reporting that provides insight into the Zoo's operations plans and their 
· implementation have been inconsistent and non-comprehensive over the years. Further, 
risk management of stretch performance and financial goals has been inadequately 
quantified and managed over time. 

In good times, these deficiencies were less of an issue. However, when there are financial 
shortfalls, these weaknesses become of great concern to legislators. Questions about 
mismanagement.arise, and the issue of governance is raised anew. The Zoo has made 
relatively little investment in building a relationship with legislators over the years. As a 
result, when financial problems arise, the Zoo has no residual good will to fall back on. 

In the summer of 1998 there were productive discussions about developing a stronger 
partnership between the Zoo and the State, but these discussions broke down once the 
legislative session began and the Zoo's request for additional funding took attention away 
from long-term relationship-building. 

· The guestion becomes, what can be done to: 
• provide appropriate, better and more timely communication about 

performance to the legislators? 
• set up an effective financial and activity reporting structure? 

With these issues addressed, a sense of shared goals and. mutual trust between the 
Legislature and the Zoo becomes possible. 

Capital: 
The Minnesota Zoo has been, from its founding, undercapitalized by the State. Its 21-
year old capital infrastructure is in serious need of repair or replacement, and its major 
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exhibits are aging and of declining interest to visitors. The issue of infrastructure, while 
crucially important, is largely invisible to the public or the legislature, and so has 
received little attention. The issue of major exhibits is highly visible. Like all other zoos 
and family attractions, the Minnesota Zoo requires regular "refreshment" of its exhibits to 
maintain existing audiences and attract new visitors. Unfortunately, the drive to increase 
attendance at all costs caused the Zoo to invest in a capital project like Discovery Bay, 
and oversell its potential impact on attendance, as a way to obtain state bonding money. 

When the hoped-for attendance gain did not materialize the legislature felt betrayed, and 
saw Discovery Bay as another example of poor management on the part of the Zoo. The 
Zoo, for its part, felt it had been penalized.by the State for having undertaken a risky 
venture in order to continue to attract family visitors in a very competitive market. 

The guestion becomes, what can be done to: 
• Repair past neglect of capital infrastructure? 
• Capitalize new exhibits and program facilities? 

Leadership: 
The problems. of lack of accountability and insufficient capital funding could be 
addressed and solved by a seasoned Zoo president, in tandem with a focused and strong 
board. However, current state. regulations limft the Zoo director's salary to a level 
considerably below what zoo directors are earning at comparably sized zoos nationwide. 
This fact makes it very difficult to attract a strong field of candidates. 

The g,uestion becomes, 
• can the Zoo hire the kind of leader with the vision and experience needed to 

reinvigorate the Zoo's mission, improve communication and clarify 
accountability with the State? 

Governance Structure Study 

Will a change in .governance structure address these questions of accountability, capital 
and leadership in a meaningful and lasting way? Will the potential benefits of such a 
change outweigh the risks and costs involved in bringing about tharchange? 

This study addresses these questions from both a quantitative and qualitative perspective. 
Study methodology included: 

• Quantitative financial and attenaance analysis of the Minnesota Zoo and a 
revenue mix analysis_ of three comparable institutions in the Twin Cities 

• National survey of comparable institutions to identify the range of governance 
models and to understand the pros and cons of each model 

• Analysis of governance structures and their potential impact on or 
contribution to significantly improving the Zoo's performance 

• The question of what kind of zoo the customers and stakeholders of 
Minnesota Zoo want and are willing to pay for is pivotal, but was not the 
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domain of this study. In the absence of having an answer to that question, this 
study developed a model in which the zoo is placed at two levels of 
performance: adequate and optimum. Each performance level was then 
analyzed on two fronts: 

1. Financial . 
--cost to have a zoo operate at this level 

2. Governance 
- pros and cons of staying with the current structure 
- pros and cons of a change in governance structure 

The study's findings and recommendations are based·on: 
• interviews with donors; legislators; civic and community leaders; Zoo board 

and foundation members; current and past Zoo employees; and Zoo directors 
nationwide 

• privatization studies conducted by the American Zoo and Aquarium 
Association (AZA) 

• AZA Annual Survey of Members 
• Many other resources listed in the appendix to this study. 

Findings 

Minnesota Zoo is one of the most well attended Zoos in the country. Its education 
department is the largest environmental education location for formal visits by K-6 
educational institutions, and is the only zoo education deparnnent to be accredited by the 
North Central Accreditation Association. The Zoo is an international leader in species 
conservation. 

By all measures typically used to assess the performance of a nonprofit, the Zoo has 
perfonned quite well over the past decade. The Zoo's earned revenue has grown from 
43% of the operating .budget in 1990 to 53% of the operating budget in 2000. Compared 
to other zoos and local nonprofits, this is a high level. of earned income. The Zoo 
compares favorably with zoos nationwide: its revenues per visitor are relatively high, its 
ratio of full time employees to developed acres is very low, and its level of earned 
income per visitor is relatively high. 

The Zoo's current f'mancial challenges must be looked at in the light of its past 
performance. The Zoo's current financial challenges stem not so much from weak past 
perfonnance as from excessive entrepreneurial zeal that caused it to overreach, which led 
to incumng debt service for Discovery Bay. The resulting pressure on the operating 
budget has created a financial crisis that has overshadowed the entire previous decade of 
solid progress in earned and contributed revenue. 

Areas where improvement could be made are in cost per visitor, market penetration and 
contributed income. In the past decade the average annual increase in unrestricted 
contributed income ( via the Zoo Foundation) has been a remarkable 30 percent, but the 
actual dollars raised are low compared to local private nonprofits, and average when 
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compared to comparably-sized zoos. The Zoo Society and Foundation have contributed 
approximately $16 million in capital support since the Zoo opened in 1978. 

Total Zoo revenue has increased steadily over the past decade, while State support has 
remained flat until 1998. 

Zoo expenses have increased by four percent annually since 1990. Salaries and expenses 
account for 65 percent of total operating expenses, which is typical for nonprofits. 

Governance Models 

Nationally, the trend to privatire zoos has increased.in the past decade and today 60 
percent of zoos are privately managed. Those zoos that have privatized have done so in 
_response to some kind of financial or management crisis, and/or or because they have 
been encouraged to do so by a public funder in response to declining public revenues 
and/or perceived opportunities for cost savings, or revenue enhancement believed to be 
possible through privatization. 

Privatization usually means public ownership and private management. Virtually all zoos 
nationwide receive some form of public subsidy, even when they are privately managed. 
The only other state-run zoo is North Carolina Zoological Park, which has lower 
attendance, more employees, fewer members, and significantly more state support for 
operations and capital. 

Non-State Revenue Analysis 

The Minnesota Zoo has made dramatic gains in earned revenue over the past decade. It 
is unlikely that such growth can continue at the current pace until a major new exhibit 
boosts attendance levels, to which earned revenues are directly linked. 

There is certainly room for improvement in the area of contributed income. It is 
encouraging that for the most part, corporate, foundation and individual donors do not 
believe State funding to be a disincentive to private contributions. However, the fact that 
the Zoo is very young compared both to zoos nationwide and to local nonprofit 
organizations is, a major factor in its relatively small donor base and level of contributed 
income. This "deficiency" can only be overcome through time and attention to building 
donor relationships. 

Impact of a Governance Change1 on State Ownership and Ongoing Costs 

As zoos have privatized in other· communities, the public entity typically has retained 
ownership of the land and all property and has continued to provide substantial annual 
operating support and funding for capital improvements. The Minnesota legislature· 
could continue to support the Zoo, however, the amount is a function of how well the Zoo 
makes its case and the receptivity of future legislatures. It is unlikely the State would 
want to relinquish its ownership of a valuable State asset. Also, the Dakota County long 
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term deed with the State may be called into question if the facilities are transferred to a 
nonprofit organization. 

Analysis of Local Government Entity Concept 

Most public zoos (89%) are managed by a city, county or special taxing district. This 
localization of zoo ownership works to the advantage of most zoos, and would probably 
be the ideal model for anyone starting a new zoo. However, given the current political 
climate in Minneso~ it would be very difficult to change the public funding structure 
and create entirely new revenue streams. None of the local entity options examined for 
the Minnesota Zoo (City of Apple Valley, Dakota County and Metropolitan Council) 
seem advisable. On the other hand, the study provides clear evidence that the Zoo could 

. benefit from forging a closer relationship with its neighbors. 

Financial Analysis of Governance Scenarios 

The Minnesota Zoo does not currently have a strategic plan that is tied to detailed 
:financial projections. This made it very difficult to create fmancial scenarios. To address 
this challenge we imagined two generic futures for the Zoo: 

• one in which modest improvements to infrastructure and exhibits would be 
made, thus improving the Zoo to an "adequate" level; 

• and one in which more dramatic investments would be made, taking the Zoo 
to an "optimal" level 

We then took each' of these scenarios and quantified the impact of retaining the current 
governance structure or converting to a private nonprofit. 

The analysis suggests that in the specific case of the Minnesota Zoo, the potential 
benefits of converting to private ·management may not be worth the risks (e.g., employee 
dislocation; uncertain access to bonding money), or justify the costs. 
This is not to say that improvements in the Zoo's financial performance could not be 
made. Nor do we disregard the serious level of mistrust, frustration and 
miscommunication between the Zoo and the State that has built up over the years. 
Nonetheless, these are issues that could be dealt with without undergoing the risky, 
lengthy, costly and disruptive process of privatization. There is no compelling evidence 
to suggest that a change in governance structure would contribute to the "progress 
towards self-sufficiency" called for in the legislative mandate. 

Recommendations 

1. Retain the current governance structure. 

Minnesota Zoo appears to be in a much different position than other zoos that 
have recently privatized. The Zoo is not in imminent danger of closing due to 
animal deaths, employee fraud, or loss of accreditation. There do not seem to be 
significant opportunities for outsourcing that could reduce operating costs. There 
does not seem to be much room to enhance earned income, given the dramatic 
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increases the Zoo has achieved in. this area in the past decade. The Zoo is now on 
the upper end of earned revenue per visitor compared to similarly-siz.ed zoos. Toe 
Zoo is bound by relatively few state restrictions on admissions income, 
admissions fees and purchasing. In short, the State and the Zoo have already 
achieved many of the gains that other zoos seek through privatiz.ation. 

Furthermore, the costs and risks of privatizing are not trivial: significant 
transaction costs in staff time, energy and direct costs; potential transition costs 
(e.g., employee pension plan turnover); ongoing costs to the Zoo such as 
insurance, legal and inf onnation systems costs; and the uncertainty of access to 
bonding money could seriously destabilize the Zoo's financial situation. Our 
financial analysis projects a net increase in the Zoo's annual operating budget of 
approximately $250,000 if the Zoo were a nonprofit entity. 

It appears that the potential benefits of privatization could be achieved withoµt 
actually privatizing. Hiring a nationally renowned zoo leader at a market-rate 
salary could happen if the legislature allowed the Zoo board to set the salary of 
the Zoo president. Significantly increased contributed income could be raised if 
the Zoo hired a truly visionary leader on an experience and pay level with the 
leaders of other major zoos nationwide and major local cultural institutions. 

2. Cap the State support of Zoo operations at the current level. 

Most zoos that have privatized have agreed to a cap on public funding or a cap 
with inflationary increases. This does not seem like an unreasonable burden to 
place on the Zoo, given its past history of revenue development. Such a cap could 
potentially have the effect of accelerating progress towards increased earned and 
contributed income goals. 

3. Forgive· all debt service going forward. 

Yes, the Zoo put itself in the position of incurring substantial debt Yes, in 
hindsight this was a bad decision. But it's time to move on. The debt service on 
Discovery Bay and roof repair is a crippling burden that amounts to eight percent 
of the Zoo's 1999 operating budget No other state agency is subject to debt 
service at this level, and no other cultural organization could function with such 
indebtedness. Wipe the slate clean. The financial analysis conducted for this 
study clearly demonstrates the profound positive impact of this change on the 
Zoo's :financial situation. 

4. Remove the cap on the salary of the Zoo President, and hire a leader with 
the vision and experience to take the Zoo to the next level. 

By most measures the Minnesota Zoo is considered to be one of the best and most 
well-attended zoos in the U.S. It is not without its problems and challenges, but it 
is a large and complex organization that calls for an experienced leader to address 
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those challenges. Seasoned nonprofit leaders are in short supply and high 
demand. The current salary for the Zoo president is not sufficient to attract a top
tier leader. It is not even close to the salaries being paid to the leaders of other 
similarly-sized local private nonprofit organizations. Our financial analysis 
assumes a significant increase in the Zoo president's salary. This would require 
legislation to exempt the Zoo president from state salary restrictions, as in the 
case of the director of the Minnesota State Historical Society. The Zoo's previous 
president created a tremendous spirit of enterprise at the Minnesota Zoo, and the 
results in increased earned income speak to her accomplishments. That spirit 
needs to be revived if the Zoo is to live up to its full potential. 

Sa Create a compelling vision for the Zoo's future, and a plan to carry it out. 

There is tremendous lack of clarity surrounding the Zoo's future. There is no 
facilities master plan or strategic ·plan supported by a long range financial plan. 
First, the Zoo needs to develop a process to determine what kind of zoo the . 
customers and stakeholders of the Minnesota Zoo want and are willing and able to 
pay for. Then the Zoo needs to produce strategic, facilities and business plans to 
execute and fund that vision. The process used to develop the vision must be 
inclusive, with the State as a major partner. 

Our financial analysis explored two capital investment scenarios ranging from 
"adequate" to "optimal'' capitalization of exhibits and program facilities. The 
actual dollar amount needed to fully optimize zoo exhibits and program facilities 
will be determined pending the outcome of a comprehensive planning process. 

6. Invest in capital infrastructure. 

The Zoo's capital infrastructure is in urgent need of repair and replacement. The 
State should immediately invest in addressing those areas where staff and visitor 
safety are at risk,· animal health is compromised and amenities are in decline. 

7. Invest in the capacity to develop contributed Income. 

The Zoo's contributed income is underdeveloped. In most cases, there is a direct 
connection between investment in staff resources and the funds ultimately raised. 
The Zoo should build on the momentum of the recently-completed, successful 
capital campaign and create a full-service development department with sufficient 
staff to increase contributed income in all areas, with a special focus on 
individuals and project support to provide budget relief. Begin a capital and 
endowment campaign to fund the following: 

• Infrastructure (State funding) 
• Exhibits and programs ( combination of State and private funding) 
• Endowment (private funding) 
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A major capital campaign is the only way the Zoo can dramatically improve the 
quality of its product and level of visitation. The Zoo must invest in new exhibits, 
programs and amenities that will attract visitors of all ages. Over the past 20 
years, the State has appropriated or bonded $165 million in capital and operations 
funding of the Zoo, including its original investment to build the Zoo. This 
compares with $500 million invested by the State of North Carolina in its zoo, the 
only other state zoo in the nation.· 

8. Develop clear measures of accountability. 

The relationship between the Zoo, legislators and the executive branch can only 
be rebuilt on a platform of credibility and trust The building blocks of this 
platform were laid in the ''Partnership" discussions begun in the summer of 1998. 
All parties seem to agree that much progress was made in these discussions. It 
appears as though the Partnership concepts could form the basis for agreed-upon 
perf onnance measures for which the Zoo and· the State could hold each other 
mutually responsible. These measures would reflect the unique nature of this 
state agency, give the Zoo sufficient latitude to live up to its potential, and provide 
state legislators with the level of accountability the magnitude of their support 
deserves. 

9. Significantly improve legislative relations. 

The State is the Zoo's single largest donor by far. The Zoo must devote 
significant time and effort to educating legislators about Zoo programs. The Zoo 
must speak consistently, with one voice. That voice should be the personal, 
passionate informed voice of the Zoo president and/or a vice president for 
external relations and members of the Zoo board. 

As the findings in this report indicate, there is much good news about the Zoo's 
past performance of which many legislators are unaware. Furthermore, many 
legislators lack an understanding of the complexity and challenges of running a 
major zoo. Clearly, the Zoo's image is not as positive as the Zoo board would 
like it to be. At the same time, many legislators feel that the Zoo does not take 
legislative realities into account. This gap in mutual understanding and trust must 
be bridged. 

1 o. Deepen and expand the Zoo's educational mission. 

The Minnesota Zoo is a living lab and environmental education is at the heart of 
its mission. The Zoo needs to: 

• Invest in classroom facilities for children and adults. 
• Aggressively pursue partners (such as the Department of Natural Resources) 

and funders with interests in conservation and education. 
(t Begin to charge a modest amount for K-6 educational programs, as do other 

local family attractions. 
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III. Assessment of the Minnesota Zoo's Performance 

Thi study takes a comprehensive look at the Zoo's recent history and current financial 
performance. We profiled the Zoo against 8 comparable zoos nationwide and 3 local 
nonprofit organizations. 

Minnesota Zoo is one of the most well attended zoos in the country. Its environmental 
education department is the largest environmental education location for formal visits by 
K-6 educational institutions, and is the only zoo education department to be accredited by 
the North Central Accreditation Association. The Zoo is an international leader in 
species conservation. 

Our finding can be summarized as follows, and are backed up by urveys and other 
external sources to be found in the appendix to this study. 

Market Penetration 
• The Zoo has relatively high awareness and visitor satisfaction levels, but 

relatively low market penetration compared to zoos nationwide. (See market 
research surveys in Appendix.) 

Earned Revenue 
• Total earned revenue accounts for more than half of total revenue since FY 

93. 

Earned Revenue 

FYOO l 

l 

FY98 I 

FY96 

FY94 

FY92 

FY90 ('000s) 
--i 

('OOOs) $0 $5,000 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 

Total Earned Revenue D Total Revenue I 
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Attendance 

('000s) 

• Since 1990 the Zoo's attendance has increased by 3% annually. This 
compares favorably to other zoos and local organizations, where, with few 
exceptions, attendance has been flat or declining in recent years. 

Attendance 

------ -- ---- -----~ 
On average, there has been a 3% annual increase 
in attendance 

- 91 -Coral Reef(25% increase) 
1,000 

- 92 - Amphitheater 

- 9 ,94 - Dino exhibit 

- 9 - Bugs exhibit (25% decrease) 

500 - 96 - Dinopolis 

- 97 - Dinopolis, Disc Bay 

- 98 - Discove1y Bay (13% incr) 

0 ~~~;;;;:,:;;..:;;;..~;;;;;;;;;:..~:.__,:;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;:;~;;:;;,;;::~::...:::;;;:;;::;:::;;:;:;;::::~ - 99 - Dis co very Bay 

~~ \)~ i \)\. i~ \)'\ 1~ \)-; i~ \)~i~ \)" i~ \)\) 1~ \)f'\ i~ \)~\~ \)') 1~ ~~ 

Non-state Sources of Funds 
• Membership and contributed income have increased steadily since 1990. 

FYOO 

FY99 

FY98 

FY97 

FY96 

FY95 

FY94 

FY93 

FY92 

FY91 

Non-state Sources of Fund 

0% 30% 60% 

Admissions & parking Gift store 
Membership • Contributions 

90% 

Monorail & food 

Other 
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Contributed Revenue (operations only) 

• Between 1993 and 1999 the average annual increase in contributed income 
has been 30%. (In additio~ the Society and Foundation contributed $16 
million in capital support since the zoo opened in 1978.) 

('OOOs) 
Contributed Income 

$1,500 -,--------- -------..,--

$1,000 ---- ---- - -
'98 drop due to 
campaign 
contributions 

$0 --t'-"'-_ _,__....,._ ___ __,, __ -r-""'-' ____ ______ __, 

i \)\ i~ q\ i~ \)' i~ qb. i~ \)" 1~ \)~ 1~ \)~ i~ "' i~ \)\) i~ ~~ 

State Appropriations 

('000s) 

$10,000 

$5,000 

$0 

1~~\ 

• Total Zoo revenue has increased steadily, while state support remained flat 
until 1998. 

i~~,. 

Total Revenue and Total State Contributions 

State Contributions 

i~~~ ·1~')~ i~,~ . 1~~, 

Since FY94 state contributions have been about 
35% to 40% of total revenue 

In FY98 the state increased the Zoo's base budget 
by $1 . 7 mil lion, as we 11 as a one•time, $800,000 
deficiency appropriation 

- The percent of state contributions to total 
re venue was 41 % in I.hat year 
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. Operating Expenses 

FYOO 

FY98 

FY96 

FY94 

FY92 

·FY90 

• On average, there has been a 4% increase in expense since 1990. 

('000 ) Operating Expen es 

$10,000 

$5,000 

$0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~')~ 

• Salaries and benefits accoW1t for 65% of total operating expen es. 

Major Expenses 

0% 30% 60% 90% 

D Salaries & benefits Suwlies & materials D Pon:hased services 

These three categories account for about 82% of 
total operating expenses 

They remain steady over th year : 

alaries & benefits at approx. 65% of total 
operating xpense 

- Supplies & materials at approx. 10% of total 
operating expenses 

- Purchased services at approx. 7% of total 
operating expen es 
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Sourcas o Funds 
• Sin 1990 e. pe .cent of n- tate 

~o 63% in 1999. 
ceso funds 

Sta e V . N on..Stat,e Sources 

FY98 

0% 20~ 40% 

Sta:te • N om-S~ate I 

m,e ea d from 43% · 1990 

100% 

TIile Zoo compares fi\J,rorably with ils ,ei 0 hl peer '"bendm1arking" zoos ~-ro t .e coootry: 
its revenues per visit0[ e ehitb .. "ely hig·b, its rati.o offull-tirne employ~s to developed 
acres i very lo\v and its leveJ , f earnoo incom per visitor · · refadvefy high. An~:.~s 
where im:provem.eimts could be ma(.te, at · :lfl. C·L)St per visitor~ mark t penetrat" on ar 
co11trd)111ied mnoome. 

Out ot aiD 'the zoo aud aquarimrns. in the U. S th;/:, ,oo has a. fo,wtT than a,.erage 
pe-rcentage of its operoting budget pro,;idcd by Ut , su.pport · 37<% vs. 5 0%). 0 · e eight 
11b nc na: -ki 1g1 zoos, the Ivimnesota Zoo r-.a:rlks serventh in public. support. 0 the 3 
local nonp:,;ofit ir stttutious, the Zoo's per ~ntage t.1f overnmcn1 supp<Jrt is higher than the 
· 

1cience Museum ( ' 7% )~ very c 1se to the M1.Il!1.leapo!fa I -titute of Arts (300"o) and 
c.on ide.rably less than -th~ hfirules-ota 1tate Hktor·caJ So{:-iely (74% ). 
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A comparison of the Zoo's revenue mix compared to these three local institutions appears 
in the chart on the following page, and can be summarized as follows: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

@ Because of its high public support, lack of endowment earnings and low 
contributed income, the Zoo has low overall revenue diversification. 

• The zoo has a relatively high percentage of earned income, and is highly 
diversified within this category, undertaking many earned income projects. 

(I Unlike the other three institutions, including the History Center, the Zoo does 
not charge for its education programs for K-6 students. 

• Unlike the other three institutions, which have access to major traveling 
exhibits to continually refresh visitor offerings and boost attendance, the Zoo 
does not typically have access to such exhibits (When they do, as in the case 
of the dinosaur exhibit in 1994, the effect on attendance is dramatic.) 

• The Zoo has the largest'number of members among the three local 
institutions . 

Zoo Overview: Key Performance Indicators 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Earned income has increased El Low-growth attendance(= national and 
dramatically in the past decade, and local trend) 
is: 
-High overall percentage ~ Relatively low market penetration 
-Highly diversified within this 

category 9 U lirestricted contributed income is low 
--High earned income per visitor compared to other local nonprofits, 

about average compared to 
High awareness and satisfaction benchmarking zoos 
levels 

• High cost per visitor 
Strong non-state revenue per 
employee • Low overall revenue diversification; no 

endowment 
Capital contributions via the Zoo 
Foundation total about $16 million • Percentage of paid visitors is low 

(50%, due in part to free k-6 school 
visits) 
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Earned Income 
Earned Inc w/o 
endowment earnin21 

Contributed Income 
Public Income 
Comments 

Local "Comparable" It .,utions: Revenue Mix 

MN Historical Societv Science Museum MN Institute of Arts 
$8,331,000 (24%) $13,010,000 (62%) $6,984,000 (39%) 

$3,631,000 (11%) $11,365,000 (54%) $3,319,000 (190/o) 

$ 700.000 (2%) $ 3504,000 (17%) $4,598,000 (26%) 
$25,130,000 (74%) $ 3.575,000 (17%) $5,356,000 (30%) 
• Low revenue • Highly diversified • Medium 

diversification revenues diversification of 
revenues 

• Very high public support • Modest public • High public support 
support 

• Charge a $1 fee for • continuing • Endowment earnings 
educational programs education and film account for 52% of 

and exhibit fees earned income and 
account for 51 % of 21 % of the total 
earned income and operating budget 
32% of total budget 

• Take maximum • Strong project grant 
advantage of pu~lic support 
grants support 
(LCMR,NEH, 

• Highest membership for NSF) 
a state historical society 
in the nation 

• Recently completed a 

• In the midst of a $25 • Just completed a $50 milli;~>n capital 
million capital and $99 million capital and endowment 
endowmentcamoai~n campaiwi camoai~n 

MNZoo 
$8,296,000 (50%) 

$8,296,000 (50%) 

$1,511,000 (9%) 
$6,200,000 (37%) 

• Low overall 
diversification of 
revenues 

• High public support 

• No endowment 

• Relatively high 
percentage of 
earned income, and 
highly diversified 
w /in category 

• Low contributed 
income 

• No federal grants 

• Just completed a $9 
million capital 
camoahm 
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Operating Budget 

Earned Income 
Admissions 

Membership 

Retail (m~t) 

Investment Income 

Other 

Contributed Income 
Unrestricted (AFnd) · 
Project Grants 

Public 

Sources 

MN Historical Society 
99 

$34,161,000 

# 1, 168,870 (7'3.361 sites, 
41S,S09MHC) 

S 1,175,000 

# 16,200 

S 540.000 
$ 160,000 all sites 

$4,700,000 

NIA food 
$639,000 publications 
$234,000 program fees · 
$ 883.000 other 

$ 474,000 
$ 226,000 

$ 23,991,000· state 
$ 
$ 

500,000 federal 
639.00Qr other 

Deborah Mayne 
Shanna Crru.son 

Science Museum 
98/99 

$21,000,000 

# 1,100,000 

S 3,056,000 

# 21,000 

Sl.074.QOO 
$118,000 

$1,645,000 

NIA 
$4,124,000 
$ 460,000 
$2.533.000 

$1,623,000 
$1,881,000 

$1,164,000 
550,000 

1.861.000 
Duane Kocik 
Jane Eastwood 

food 
prog fees 
parking 
films/exb 

State 
County 
Other 

MN Institute of Arts 
~98/99 

$ 17,775,000 

# 500,000 

$ 213. 000 (special exhibits only) 

# . 24,800 

S 1.274.000 
$296,500 

$3,665,000 (for operations 
only) 

NIA- food 
$ 266,000 prog fees 
$ 216,000 space rental 
$1.053.000. other 

$3,309,000 
$1,289,000 

$ 268,000 MSAB 
$4,934,000 County 
$ 154,600 Other fed/st 

99 Annual Report, audit 
John Easley 
Kris Davidson 

MN Zoo 
98/99 

$ 16,700,000 

# 1,265,000 

$ 3,800.000 
# 27,300 

S 1.450.000 
$581,000 

$37,000 

$ 567,000 food (net) 
$ 463,000 m'rail 
$ 330,000 prog fees 
$1.070.000 other 

$381,000 
$1,130,000 

$6,200,000 State 

Jim Reinholdz · 
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Minnesota Zoo (1978) 
City owned. society operated 

Other Zoos 

Cincinnati (1875) 
City owned, society operated 

Denver ( 1896) 
City owned, society operated 

Lincoln Park (1869) 
City owned. society operated 

MIiwaukee (1904) 
County owned & operated 

Omaha (1966) 
City owned, society operated 

St. Louis (1913) 
City owned & operated 

Toledo (1900) 
Society owned & operated 

Woodland Park (1900) 
City owned & operated 

Local Non-Profits 

MN lnstltut• of Arts 

MN State Hlstorlcal Society 

The Selene. MuNum 

Op Budget ($M) 

17.1 

16.0 

14.2 

16.1 

13.3 

14.2 

27.2 

13.3 

11.1 

17.8 

34.2 

21.0 

FT/PT 
Attendance (M) Employtes 

1.3 170/50 

1.3 240/110 

1.6 177/44 

3.0 170/5 

1.3 130/4 

1.1 180/125 

2.5 275/100 

1:0 130/400 

L1 128/81 

0.5 N/A 

1.2 N/A 

1.1 N/A 

Adult Ad~ion # of Developed Public Support 
Members Charge($) Acres ($M) 

25,625 
I-

8.00 145 7.0 

., 

40,146 10.00 75 6.2 

41,341 8.00 80 5.8 

19.000 0.00 35 5.6 

51,600 8.00 194 1.2 

64,868 7.25 130 1.6 

25,578 0.00 91 11.0 

43,000 6.00 61 4.1 

37,000 8.50 94 1.6 

24.800 0.00 N/A 5.4 

16,200 0.00 N/A 25.1 

21,000 7-12.50 N/A 3.6 
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STRIKING A BALANCE BETv·· 

What good ... for what people ... at what cost 

pa' 

\0 

Key Quantitative Performance Measures 

Financial ·Measures 

Attendance 
Ratio of full time employees to developed acres 
Attendance revenue 
Admissions revenue/visitor 
Ratio of attendance to metro population 
Average ticket price 
Pai~ attendance%; paid attendance 
Expenses/visitor 
Wages and benefits as a % of expenses 
Earned income per visitor 
Ratio of earned to total revenue 
Ratio of contributed to total revenue 
Non-state revenue per full time employee 
Awareness 

Balance Sheet Target$ and Ratios 

Net current assets 
Working Capital Reserves 
Liquidity 
Designated operating reserve 
Quasi endowment 
Endowment 
Plant fund 

Key Qualltathre Performance Measures 

What good ••• 

• Is the zoo carrying out its mission? 
• Education 
• Recreation 
• Conservation 

For what people ... 

• Is the zoo accessible/affordable to underserved audiences'! 

At what cost ••• 

• Does the zoo produce economically justifiable, properly 
chosen, well targeted results'! 



ZOO COMPARISONS: KEV QUANTITJ. . PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

#of FT 
Ratio of employMtl Ratio of 

~atlo of 
Non-state 

attendance per $ Earned earned to revenue ($) 
Admissions to metro developed $ Expenses Income per total contributed to per FT 
$1vlaltor population acres /visitors visitor revenue total revenue employee 

Minnesota Zoo 3.08 44% 1.2 13.53 6.45 50% 6°/o 53,854.71 

Other.Zoos 

Cincinnati 4.59 79% 3.2 N/A 7.72 84% 16% 49,916.90 

Denv•r 2.42 80% 2.2 N/A 5.38 47% 21% 69,399.28 

Llncoln Park 0.00 37% 4.9 7.62 2.17 41% 23% 59.411.76 

MllwaukN 3.11 88% 0.7 N/A 8.24 83% 8% 83,846.15 
/ 

Omaha 2.36 157% 1.4 N/A 11.39 80% 10% 78,438.82 

Sl Louis 0.11 96% 3.0 12.93 6.64 58% 4% 64,683.66 

Toledo 2.05 161% 2.1 N/A 7.83 62% 7% 68,461.54 

Woodland Park 2.46 46% 1.4 11.64 4.48 74% 2% 39,891.34 

~ 

*Data Source, American Zoo and Aquarium Association 1198 Annual Survey of Members 
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TRENDS, ANALYSIS AND ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 

INDUSTRY CONTEXT 

Zoo Privatization Trend 

There has been a strong trend towards zoo privatization in the past decade. In 1986 
57 percent of zoos were managed by a government agency (city, county, federal 
governmeni park and recreation board, state government). By 1996, 60 percent of zoos 
were managed by private entities. Of the 40 percent of public zoos, 62 percent are 
managed by a city, 15 percent by a county, 12 percent by a special district, eight percent 
by a state, and three percent by the federal government. 

Most private zoos are managed by zoo societies (54% ). Private zoos are also managed by 
corporations and private companies, like Busch Gardens (25 percent); or foundations and 
trusts, like Monterey Bay Aquarium (10 percent). 

Typically, it takes from 1.5 to two years to undergo the transformation from a public to a 
private zoo. In some cases, the process takes much longer. Seattle, for example, started 
five years ago, and is still quite a way from privatizing ( due to political issues 
surrounding public support for a new taxing district). 

There are two major reasons that a zoo would privatize: 
e Financial and management crisis: animal deaths, loss of accreditation, 

fmancial malfeasance 
• Change in public funding climate: there can be significant opportunities to 

decrease costs (such as elimination of duplicate functions, lowering of 
personnel costs or elimination of bureaucratic restrictions). There could also 
be opportunities to increase contributed or earned income. 

Whatever the reasons for privatization, the benefits of doing so need to be more than 
incremental, or the risks of privatizing outweigh the benefits. 

The major short-term challenges a zoo faces when privatizing are board and staff 
transition, transaction costs and interpretation. of language in the privatization lease or 
employee contracts. Toe major long-term challenges are fmancial stability for operations 
and capital funding. 

Those zoos currently considering privatization have the benefit of learning from those 
zoos that have already undergone the process. There are five major keys to success: 

• Leadership: internal board and staff, and inclusive external community, 
government and private support for the process 

• Funding: continuing solid public financial support. Privatization does not 
mean the elimination of public support. It usually means converting from 
public ownership and management to private management and public 
ownership, with significant ongoing operations and capital support. 

e Vision: a compelling vision for the zoo's future 
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<1 Business Plan: an accurate assessment of operating costs going forward 
· • Timing: orchestrating all the variables 

Those zoos that have risen to the challenges of privatization speak positively about the 
culture change that gradually took place in their own organizations. There is appreciation 
for the fact that they are now in charge of their own destiny. Usually, such comments 
come from zoos with especially burdensome bureaucratic restrictions. Toe-privatization 
process itself, if properly managed, can create a more broadly shared sense of community 
responsibility and pride in a zoo and its place in the community. Another potential 
positive is the ability to pay top staff closer to marketrates, thereby attracting a larger and 
possibly more qualified talent pool. 

None of this is to say that government-run zoos are doomed to extinction. While 
· privatization of zoos has increased steadily over the past decade, the momentum has 

slowed, and there are still a large number of government-run zoos. According to a study 
conducted in 1996, even if privatization continued at its then-current rate, there would 
still be between 40 to 50 government-run zoos and aquariums in the year 2005. 

At the current time there is only one other state-run zoo in the country: The North 
Carolina Zoological park in Asheboro, North Carolina. 

Minnesota Zoo North Carolina Zoo 

Opened 1978 1974 

Owned State Agency Owned and managed by the 
Department of Environment, Health 
and Natural Resources 

Size 500 acres 550 acres 

Budget $17 million $15 million 

Attendance 1.2 million 782,000 

Fr employees 170 248 

Members 26,000 19,000 

State support $7 million $9 .S million 

Operations & $165 million $500 million 
capital 
~ding since 
ooening 
Director's $102,000 (salary cap) $153,000 (no salary cap; one-third 
salary funded by zoo society) 
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Key National Trends 

There are a number of major demographic, lifestyle, technology and social/cultural trends 
that will directly affect zoos and aquariums in the future: 

• Population growth: the U.S. population will increase by 20 percent by2020. 
(By contrast, the seven-county metro population is projected to grow by 18 
percent by 20 I 0; Dakota County is projected to grow by 30 percent in the 
same period.) Minority groups are growing at the most rapid rate. 

<1 Immigration is boosting urban area populations, but flight to the suburbs is 
escalating. 

o The proportion of older Americans will increase, and as baby boomers age, 
they'll have better health and more accumulated wealth. 

• Boomers share a concern for the environment, and will seek out educational 
and recreational opportunities in this area. 

• Society's definition of "family" will continue to evolve, but the importance 
people place on it will not change. 

• As concerns about violence grow, people will seek out places for safe 
experiences. 

• People will seek out places to affiliate and socialize, to counteract the 
isolating effects of technology. 

• Travel and tourism will continue as the fastest-growing sector of the economy. 
In 1996, 28 percent of American families visited a theme park, zoo or 
aquarium, on vacations, making them the sixth most popular.choice after 
historic sites, cities, oceans, lakes and family reunions. 

• Burgeoning e-commerce offers opportunities for zoos in ticket sales, logo 
merchandise and customer service. 

• .People value zoos and aquariums as trusted sources for information at a time 
when the importance of inf onnal education is increasing emphasized. Zoos 
and aquariums rank below only the National Geographic Society and Jacques 
Cousteau as "trusted messengers on the environment" 

• The importance of zoos and aquariums as "living labs" whose education and 
conservation programs are working to ensure the preservation of wild habitat 
and species survival will only grow in the future . 

• As government subsidy of cultural institutions continues to decline, zoos face 
pressure to generate more earned and contributed income. As zoos 
nationwide face funding shortages, they are being forced to use more for
profit business strategies and to compete directly with other leisure-dollar 
options. the trend towards reduced government subsidy has the potential to be 
counterbalanced by the transference of "Boomer" wealth and an increase in 
charitable giving. 

• People in this culture expect the latest and greatest. Finding creative, cost
effective, often short-term solutions to extend a zoo's product life cycle that· 
will gain or regain visitors will be a major challenge. Among cultural 
institutions, zoos are particularly capital-intensive,.and their infrastructures are 
aging. ··-

*This data is summarized from the 2020 Trend Report published by the American Zoo and Aquarium Assn. 
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B. The Governance Continuum• 

The possil?ilities for governance of the Minnesota Zoo exist along a continu~ from 
totally public to totally private. 

Zoo as a totally 
public agency; 
no board 

Government-managed 
zoo with public/private 
board (MN Zoo today) 

Private non-profit 
management and 
board; government-
owned facility 

Private non-profit 
management, 
governance and 
ownership 

Private, 
for-profit 
organization 

There are advantages and disadvantages to each type of governance structure, which are 
summarized in the chart on the next page. 

If the Minnesota Zoo were being created today, we might not choose to make it a State 
zoo, for the reasons listed: blurred _"ownership," unclear advocacy, confused 
accountabilities, and complex, dual board structure. Given the fact ~t the Minnesota 
Zoo exists in its current form, the question is whether the risks and costs of changing the 
governance structure outweigh the potential benefits. 
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: : : : : : : I North Carolina Zoo I Denver Zoo 
· Models- · (Dept. ofNat. Resources) 

Pros 

Cons 

N u. 

--Clear accountability and 
"ownership" 

--Clear government 
financial obligations 

--Clear lines of 
communication 

--Access to bonding$$ 

--Highest commitment to 
outreach, access 

--Advocacy and support 
established 

--Less incentive for 
entrepreneurial activity 

--Low pay for manag~ment 
relative to similar-sized 
zoos 

Cleveland Metroparks 

--Spreads financial 
responsibility broadly 

--Local sense of ownership 
and pride 

--Commitment to outreach 
and access 

--Difficult to create new 
taxing authority in current 
political climate 

--Local governments tend to 
have more limited resources 

·--Difficult case for private I --Access to Bonding $$? 
support 

--Same potential for 
inefficient systems as State 
option 

: : : ~oy~r~i~~ ~eard : : : : : : : : : : : : : Gqv!!~D!ll)c~ }!~~ ~lll)l~t( : : • : : : ;lpQ ts:~r(vj(ely: : : 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Pu·blic Ownership)• ; .... : : : ~oye:r~e:d:a~~ 9Y"!1~d: 

: : : : Zoo:a'.s Private, For.-: 
: : : : fi:ofi( Qi:giniiia)ipq : 

Minnesota Zoo 

Minnesota Historical Society 

--Can be best of both worlds: 
freedom and accountability 

--Significant government support 
for operations and capital 

--Some incentive for 
entrepreneurial activity 

--SQme commitment to outreach, 
access 

--Blurred "ownership" 

--Advocacy unclear 

--Can be worst of both worlds: 
government restrictions on zoo; 
unclear accountability of zoo 

--Board not as strong as it might 
be under private governance 
model 

Lincoln Park Zoo 

--Public-private partnership 

--Shared responsibility 

--Potential for stronger board 

--Greater incentive for entrepreneurial 
activity 

--Freedom from potentially costly and 
burdensome government systems 

--Some commitment to outreach, 
access 

--No sales tax on admissions, materials 

--Access to bonding$$? 

--Higher insurance costs 

--Borrowing costs? 

--Ambiguous ownership and 
accountability 

--Less certain government financial 
support 

MN Institute of Arts Sea World 

Underwater World 

Disnev Zoo 

--No ambiguity in ownership, I --Strong entrepreneurial incentivet, 
accountability 

--Market rate pay for top 
--No sales tax I management 

--Very limited government 
operating support 

--No access to government 
bonding 

--Higher insurance costs 

--Strong market-based entertain
ment offerings 

--Higher ticket prices 

--Weak or non-existent 
educational mission 

--Hard to make a profit 

--Less commitment to 
--Very difficult to transition I conservation, science 

from current public agency 
structure I --Not an economically viable 

option for a community with 
)ow tourism 
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KEY VARIABLES: 
WHAT WOULD CHANGE Bf THE MINNESOTA ZOO BECAME A PRIVATE 

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION? 

A major focus of this study involved identifying and estimating the financial impact of a 
potential change from a governmental agency to a nonprofit organization. Early in the 
process, we developed a list of financial variables that would be affected by such a 
change. Importantly, we also identified variables which would not change solely as a 
result of a change to nonprofit status. 

OPERATING REVENUES 

Admissions 

State appropriation 

Contributed income 

Other earned revenue 

OPERATING EXPENSES 

Salaries 

Benefits 

Supplies and materials 

Insurance 

No change in number of visitors 
No change in ticket price 
No change in free ticket policies without legislative action 

No· change without legislative action 
Some additional future risk if not a state agency 

May increase but not necessarily as a result of nonprofit 
status alone 

No change solely as a result of nonprofit status 

Zoo employees would no longer be state employees 
Some salaries would change in order to become ~ore 
consistent with market levels 
Number of employees may change slightly based on new 
functions to be performed by the nonprofit 

Employee benefits set by market practices rather than 
state collective bargaining process~ 

No change; Zoo is already free of many state restrictions 
on· purchasing 

State indemnification statutes may no longer apply if Zoo 
is a nonprofit agency. A safe assumption is that the Zoo 
would need to pick up the added costs of insurance, 
however, some zoos have managed to keep their 
indemnification from the governmental entity. 
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Purchased services 

Other ex nses 
CAPITAL 

Bonding 

Capital expenditures 

TAXES 

Sales taxes 

Pro taxes 
GOVERNANCE 

Governing Board 

As a nonprofi~ Zoo would need to replace services 
currently provided by the State at reduced or no cost 
(legal, finance, accounting, labor relations, etc.) 

No chan e. Other ex nses tend to v with admissions. 

Access to government debt financing is typically retained 
when other zoos have privatized. Depends on legislative 
action. 

As a nonprofit, the Zoo would not pay sales tax on 
admissions and on purchased materials; would still pay 
tax on store purchases 

Under the nonprofit governance model, the Minnesota 
. Zoo would become a 501 ( c ) (3) organization governed 
by an independent board of directors. In most cases, 
nonprofit governing boards are self-perpetuating boards 
with a membership consisting of citizens elected by the 
current board membership for specified terms. It is 
unlikely that the Governor would continue to appoint half 
of the Zoo's governing board, as is now the case. 
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WHAT WOULD BE THE IMPACT ON PRIVATE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
MINNESOTA ZOO 

Study Rationale and Methodology 

The purpose of this portion of the Zoo ·oovemance Study was to: 

• Explore and attempt to quantify the impact of State subsidy on current and 
prospective private support; and 

• Ascertain the likelihood of significantly increasing financial support for Zoo 
operations. 

-There were three areas in. which we sought to measure the potential for successfully 
increasing private support: 

~ General awareness of the Zoo's programs and financial status and relationship 
to the State 

• Level of confidence in Zoo management 
• Importance and urgency of the case for support of the Zoo, and the potential 

effect of a change in governance on giving 

We interviewed the following high-level philanthropic leaders: 

• Sarah Andersen - Scenic River Foundation 
• Sarah Lutman - Bush Foundation 
• Jay Cowles - Community leader 
• Ned Dayton - Community leader, former Zoo Board_ Chair 
• Jud Dayton - Community leader, co-chair of Science Museum campaign 
@ Ellen Luger - General Mills Foundation 
• Dick McFarland .;.· Dain Rauscher, chair of Zoo campaign 
• Rip Rapson - McKnight Foundation 
• Penny Hunt and Kay O'Keefe --Medtronic Foundation 
• Carolyn Roby - Wells Fargo Foundation 
• Ron McKinley - The St Paul Companies 
• Paul Verret - The Saint Paul Foundation 
• Cindy Kleven - 3M Foundation 
• Bill McGuire - CEO United Health Care 
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Summary of Findings 

Corporate Foundations 

• Perceptions of the quality of the Zoo's management are very high 
o Giving levels are quite low 
e All but one said state support was not a disincentive to giving 
• Not optimistic about increasing giving levels; Zoo not a high priority 

Private Foundations 

• Two of three interviewed gave nothing; the one donor was very positive about 
Zoo programs and management 

• State support of the Zoo was not a disincentive to giving 
@ Zoo is not as high a priority as other cultural institutions 
• One said future giving was very unlikely; another said for capital only; 

another seemed receptive to increasing support, especially for "rebuilding" 

Individuals 

e Low awareness; interest tied to age of their children 
• Low personal financial support 
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Detailed Findings 

Awareness of Zoo Programs, Financial Status and Relationship to the State 

Of the six corporate foundations interviewed, three had never given to the Zoo, one had 
made significant restricted program support and two had made a major campaign gift 
Only one was contributing a modest annual gifL 

All of the corporate foundation giving officers except one had little to no knowledge 
about the Zoo's status as a state agency, or its level of State f~ding. One who was aware 
of some level of state support indicated that, ''It wouldn ~ t change how and what we give; 
state money is not an issue for us." One individual felt that it was "discouraging" to read 
and hear all the bad publicity about the Zoo and its criticism by legislators, and felt that 
this might influence potential donors. Another remarked that the perception of instability 
makes it hard to attract and retain top leadership. Most expressed an understanding that 
the Zoo's relationship with the State was a public-private partnership, and there was 
nothing inherently wrong with that. 

In general, the private foundation leaders we interviewed had a good understanding of the 
challenges of a public-private relationship. As with the corporate foundation leaders we 
interviewed, none felt that this was in and of itself a disincentive to private giving. 

Of the community leaders we interviewed who were not aiready connected to the.Zoo in 
some way, one said that he knew that there was some state role in the Zoo, and the other 
said he "never knew the government was so intimately involved." When told the extent 
of the State's financial support, one said that if the Zoo were to become privately 
managed, a strong case could be made for the State as a '"backstop." Another said that, 
''The Zoo is a basic State cultural facility, and ought to have State supporL" 

level of Confidence In Zoo Management 

Three of the corporate·foundation leaders had visited the Zoo as part of a funding request 
All expressed unequivocal, enthusiastic support. Because these individuals were 
relatively unfamiliar with the Zoo and its leadership, their experience was described in. 

. terms of a pleasant surprise. Their expectations were greatly exceeded. All expressed 
great regard for Kathryn Roberts and her leadership, using words like, "high quality, very 
prpfessional, well-managed." Those who toured the Zoo as part of a fonnal site visit 
came away with very positive impressions, and felt there was more to the Zoo than they 
had imagined. 

Of the three foundation leaders, one had never given to the Zoo, and two had a long 
history of support. The impressions of one senior program officer are worth recounting 
in detail: "I approached the Zoo's campaign request like a crabby child, because I felt 
that zoos are too entertainment-oriented. After a visit with Kathryn Roberts and the 
Zoo's head of biological programs, I decided they are a first class institution. They think 
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and worry about the balance between education and entertainment more deeply than any 
other cultural institution I know of. I came to love the place. Kathryn did a great job." 
The consultant who wrote the report recommending that this foundation make a grant to 
the Zoo said, ''The Zoo is an astute organization, marked by excellence in purpose, 
programs, people and physical spaces." Needless to say, this foundation made a major 
grant to the Zoo's campaign. 

Another foundation leader with a long history of support to the Zoo said, "Kathryn did a 
great job." Several corporate and foundation leaders spoke highly of the professionalism 
of the Zoo's Vice President for DevelopmenL 

The individual community leaders interviewed did not express any particular awareness 
of the Zoo's management one way or another. One individual said he would need to see, 
ttevidence of a confident long term strategy that encourages people to believe that the Zoo 
is a good investmenL" 

Importance and Urgency of the Case for Support of the Zoo 

Despite their favorable impression of Zoo programs and management, all corporate 
foundation leaders expressed great caution about the prospects for starting or increasing 
unrestricted operating support. One said, "Even though the Zoo has a good case, things 
are getting tougher, it's harder to get support now, it's a harder sell for all organizations 
than even a few years ago." One individual whose foundation had made a major gift to 
the campaign indicated that, to her surprise, the Zoo had come in only once in the past 
decade for unrestricted operating support. She said, '"The Zoo hasn't made overtures into 
the corporate community." 

Another corporate foundation leader said that she and her foundation head had had an 
excellent site visit to the Zoo, but ultimately declined its campaign request. "We had 
been thinking quite positively," she said, but then the foundation happened to receive a 
funding request from the Como Zoo. This muddied the waters, because Como is free. At 
the same time, there was the negative publicity about Discovery Bay . 

One of the corporate foundation leaders said that her corporation would consider an 
annual operating support grant, but it would take evidence that their employees 

_ patronized the Zoo, and it would probably require putting an executive on the Zoo's 
board. The other corporate foundation leaders were more pessimistic. One indicated that 
her foundation ''might do a one-time grant to help address the Zoo's need to change and 
grow," but "we'll probably continue to say no to general operating support grants and 
capital grants." Another individual said, ''We're not looking for new ways to take on 
annual operating supporL We already have our regular annual operating support 
recipients." 
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One corporate senior foundation program officer with a long tenure in the Twin Cities 
said that her foundation made a "very modest'' annual operating support grant to the Zoo, 
''Because they don't really need us to exist. They have the State." When asked whether 
the same logic was applied to the Minneapolis Institute of Arts with millions in earnings 
from their endowment (as well as a $4.9 million grant from the county), she indicated, 
''That's different. Income from an endowment isn't as stable or pennanent as ongoing 
state support." This individual was shocked to learn that other corporate foundation 
leaders claimed that the level of state support had no influence on their giving: "State 
support absolutely is a factor for everyone, even if not at a conscious level." · 

A corporate foundation director recalled a brainstorming session held at the Minneapolis 
Club some years ago, when the Zoo board chair gathered community leaders together to 
assess the prospects of the Zoo moving to the "next level of importance." She recalls that 
community leaders were "vecy cautious about the capacity of the Zoo to raise money." 

Of the two private foundation leaders, the one that had made a significant campaign· grant 
indicated that the Zoo might be considered for a program grant, perhaps in the area of the 
environment. She observed that she thought the Zoo was suffering from the fact that 
other private foundations "very narrowly cast" their definition of a cultural organization 
to the exclusion of organizations like the Zoo or the Children's Museum. She suggested 
that the Zoo look at coming in with a program grant request tailored to areas of interest to 
those foundations, such as "Families and Communities." 

A major foundation president indicated high respect for Kathryn Roberts, but indicated 
that his foundation was strongly supporting Como Zoo. However, this individual seemed 
very interested in assisting the Zoo in an effort to "rebuild" itself. 

We interviewed two corporate executives with a distinctly business perspective on the 
Zoo. One indicated that his company's very major sponsorship of a campaign project 
was a one-time gift. It would be "outside the charter of our co~pany" to make another 
such gift, or to make any annual operating support grants. This individual said he had a 
"bias towards privatization," but the Zoo "would have to score well on the potential to 
raise private funds." 

He lamented the fact that, "the Zoo doesn't have high enough visibility" compared to 
· other major Twin Cities cultural organizations. ''We need to make the Zoo an integral 

part of people's lives." "Right now, the Zoo does not have a constituency." He 
questioned whether the Twin Cities can even have a great zoo, given our weather, small 
population base and modest tourism. ''We need to balance the desire for greatness with 
the realities of what people will use and pay for." He felt that the Zoo needed to improve 
its infrastructure, improve marketability, lower operating costs, increase profitability. 

Another corporate executive, who felt that the Zoo needs to, "Bring in a turnaround 
leader, and spin off the assets that don't fit," provided a similar business perspective. "I 
don't go to the Zoo. I'm bored stiff. The zookeepers are the only ones who can actually 
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see the animals." He stated that the Zoo's conservation mission sometimes caused it to 
make decisions. about animals to exhibit that run contrary to what the public wants to see 
and will pay for. ''Where are the polar bears, elephants, giraffes? Everybody goes to 
Como Zoo, because it is free and you can actually see the animals." This individual felt 
the Zoo should focus on being a top-notch entertainment destination, and that it should 
eliminate the education and conservation aspect of its mission. 

On the whole, the individual community leaders interviewed did not seem to feel a 
particular sense of urgency about the case for supporting the Minnesota Zoo. This 
seemed to stem more from a lack of awareness than from any negative perceptions. The 
Zoo just hadn't made it on these individuals' radar screens. 

Conclusions 

These interviews seem to lay to rest the question of whether or not the Zoo's status as a 
state agency was or is a disincentive to private giving. With the exception of one 
corporate foundation leader, the answer was no. (:We asked the corporate foundation 
leader who said State support did affect her corporation's giving level if, in going private, 
the Zoo could make up in• increased private support the $7 million now provided by the 
State. She indicated that the Zoo could, "Raise a lot more, over time," but not the full $7 
million.) 

Those individuals who were aware of the State's support of the Zoo, and those who were 
not, indicated that the existence and magnitude of public support did not or would not 
have any bearing on their current or prospective support. Furthermore, despite highly 
publicized criticism of the Zoo for attendance shortfalls, and criticism from the 
legislature for mismanagement, every one of the individuals we interviewed had 
universally high regard for the Zoo's staff leadership~ 

However, there was great caution expressed about the prospect for significantly 
increasing unrestricted operating support, for several reasons: 

• Youth: Unlike older, more established Twin Cities cultural organizations, the 
Minnesota Zoo did not get in on the ground floor when corporate foundations 
began making significant, ongoing gifts for annual operating support. Now 
there seems to be no more room for another major cultural organization to 
receive such high levels of unrestricted support. (For example, one major 
corporate foundation gives annual unrestricted support grants of $100,000 to 
KTCA, $50,000 to $100,000 to the Science Museum, $50,000 to the 
Children's Museum and $4,000 to the Zoo.) 

9 · Focus: Today there is more emphasis in private and corporate foundations on 
project support, tailored to donors' strategic business focus or marketing 
goals. 

• Geography: In corporations, limited financial resources are now being spread 
more widely beyond corporate headquarters. 
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9 Fit: The Zoo is unique. It does not fit neatly into a giving category like arts 
and culture or education. When money is tight, foundations do not look to 
fund organizations in the gray areas, no matter how worthy their leadership or 
programs. 

@ Competition: There are more nonprofits chasing fewer dollars. One funder . 
referred to the "attack" on private philanthropy by what have historically been 
public institutions, like libraries and schools. 

Looking back, it is possible that the Zoo's perception of itself as a state agency may have 
created a mentality and culture that made it difficult for it to behave as if it deserved or 
knew how to position itself to receive private support Today, that challenge has become 
even more difficult 

Looking ahead, the bleak prognosis for increasing unrestricted gifts espoused by 
philanthropic leaders should not be cause for despair, nor should it be seen as an 
indictment of the Zoo's mission. The marketplace is what it is. The Zoo must craft a 
private fund raising strategy that responds to the changes in the local philanthropic 
landscape. The Zoo is in the process of a search for a new President. This is a 
tremendous opportunity. With the right leader and a reinvigorated board, the Zoo could 
embark .on an awareness-building and fund raising campaign to reinvent its value to the 
community. 

As part of this campaign the Zoo would also have to reinvent its relationship to its major 
donor, the State of Minnesota. It is odd indeed that the state's private donors think so 
highly of the Zoo yet give it a relatively modest amount of financial support, while the 
State is highly critical of the Zoo's management yet continues to appropriate a significant 
amount of tax dollars. This dynamic needs to change. 

The caution that community leaders express with regard to funding for the Zoo stems in 
part from the realities of the current philanthropic environment, and in part from a 
leadership vacuum at the Zoo. People don't get behind institutions, they get behind 
leaders. With the right leader, and a very strong board, the challenges of the funding 
environment can be addressed and overcome. Think of the Guthrie before Joe Dowling, 
the University of Minnesota before Mark Yudof, the Minneapolis Institute of Arts before 

. Evan Maurer. Today we take the strength of these institutions for granted, but before 
these individuals arrived on the scene, their organizations were in a much weaker position 
than they are today~ The Minnesota Zoo has the same potential to reinvent its value to 
the community as these organi:zations. 

If leadership is the key factor holding the Zoo back from progress and securing the 
private dollars necessary to fuel that progress, and if the current governance structure 
makes· it difficult or impossible to attract a top caliber leader, then a change in the 
governance structure needs to be seriously considered. 
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A first-rate leader would supply the visian that could, over time, attract significantly 
higher private support for the Zoo. A seasoned leader could instill improved 
accountability, credibility and trust between the Zoo and the State. However, these 
potential benefits need to be weighed against a significant risk: If the Zoo were to 
become privately managed and governed, which could weaken the already fragile sense 

. of ownership by the State Legislature, then privatization would do lasting harm to the 
Zoo's financial stability, by rendering State support even less predictable than it is today . 
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Quotes -Philanthropy Study 

The _best thing the State did was challenge us to raise $5 million towards construction of 
the new History Center. 
Mark Haidet, Director of Development, Al}{ State Historical Socie'ly 

The Zoo is an astute organization, marked by excellence in purpose, programs, people 
and physical spaces. 
National consultant hired by a major local foundation to review the Zoo's campaign 
request 

The Zoo is a first-class institution. 
Senior program officer, local foundation 

Even though the Zoo has a good case, it's just harder to get unrestricted operating 
support now. 
Senior program officer, corporate foundation 

We 're not looking for ways to take on new annual operating support grants. We already 
have our regular recipients. 
Contributions Manager, corporate foundation 

The Zoo's state support is not an issue/or us. We wouldn't change how andwhatwe 
give. 
Director, corporate foundation 

l urge the Zoo to develop the simplest governance structure possible. Simplify. If it takes 
energy away from running the Zoo, don't do it. 
Director, corporate foundation 

The State can't be a very good partner if there is that much deferred maintenance to take 
care of. 
Community leader 

. Not many people know very much about the Zoo. 'When I got them there, they were very 
impressed 
Community leader, campaign volunteer 

The Zoo should emphasize its educational mission. This will lead to more charitable 
donations. 
Community leader 

The communUy needs to see evidence of a confident, long-term growth and value strategy 
that encourages people to believe it's a good investment. 
Community leader 
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Since my kids have grown, I don't go to the Zoo or the Children's Theater anymore. 
When I have grandchildren, I'll get back to these things. 
Community leader 
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Key Variabl~: Private Contributionst 

Scenario -Assumptions Cost Likelihood of 
Fund Raising Success 

Adequate Zoo under • Increase private support for operations from • Add one development Medium. This would be a relatively 
current governance $1.SM to $2.25M by 2005. position: $60,000 low-risk, medium-return scenario. 

• Invest $43M in capital infrastructure and exhibits 0 Planning: $125,000 
by 2010. (one-time) 

• Access to State bonding $$ . 

• New strategic, master and business plans . 

Optimal Zoo under • Increase private support for operations from • Add 3 development Medium. medium risk, high return. If 
current governance $1.SM to $3M by 2005. positions: $210,000 the legislature removes the Zoo 

• Invest $200M in capital infrastructure, exhibits • Planning: $125,000 President9
S salary cap, the Zoo could 

and endowment by 2010. (one-time) attract a leader with vision and 
• Access to State bonding $$. experience to attract significant private 
• New strategic, master and business plans . and public support. 

Adequate Zoo under • Increase private support for operations from • Add one development Medium. Medium risk, medium return, 
private governance $1.5M to $3M by 2005. position: $75,000 influenced by hiring a top-level Zoo 

• Invest $43M in capital infrastructure and exhibits • Planning: $125,000 President and management staff at 
by2005. (one-time) market rates. Assumes access to state 

• Access to State bonding$$: UNCERTAIN bonding $$, which would require special 

• New strategic, master and business plans legislation. 

Optimal Zoo under • Increase private support for operations from e Add 3 development High. High risk, high return. This is a 
private governance $1.SM to $4M by 2005. positions: $260,000 leadership-driven scenario. Money 

• Invest $200M in capital infrastructure, exhibits • Planning: $125,000 follows ideas. Assumes hiring a top 
and endowment by 2010. (one-time) level Zoo President and management, 

• Access to state bonding$$: UNCERTAIN and access to state bonding $$, which 
• New stratesdc. master and business plans would reauire sPecial legislation. 

Current govemance means: 2 board,, .state employees, cap on President '.r salary; private governance means: 1 board,· non-state but unionized employ~es, no salary cap. 
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HOW WOULD ZOO EMPLOYEES BE AFFECTED? 

The ultimate impact on Zoo employees would be the result of several factors: 
1. Things which are inevitable due to the change to a nonprofit 
2. Things which, through legislative action, could minimize the effects 
3. Things that are in the control of the employees themselves 

Other zoos that have privatized have tried different appro~hes. In some cases, all 
employees were laid off and then most hired back by the new nonprofit entity. In other 

. cases, all employees were "grandfathered" under existing terms and conditions of 
employment and newly hired employees came under a new wage and benefit package. It 
is not possible to predict with certainty the impact that conversion to nonprofit 
management would have on Minnesota Zoo employees. Based on interviews with Zoo 
union officials and representatives of relevant state agencies, however, a likely scenario 
emerges. 

1. Zoo employees would no longer be employees of the ·state. If they stayed on the Zoo 
staff, they would become employees of the new nonprofit that is managing and 
operating the Zoo. 

2. Many current employees would continue to work for the Zoo but some would transfer 
to other state agencies. The Zoo has a seasoned workforce with relatively high 
seniority in the state system and this allows employees to transfer to other open 
positions in the state service. This option is highly desirable for an employee with 
only a few remaining years of service but who wants qualify for state retirement 
benefits. Many jobs at the Zoo, however, are unique to state service, and these 
employees may find it difficult to move to a more typical state agency. 

3. Zoo employees are likely to be unionized under the new nonprofit entity. Currently, 
nearly all Zoo employees are unionized and those interviewed for this study indicated 
strong interest in continued representation. The largest number of Zoo employees is 
represented by AFSC!vIE, Council 6, which would want to continue representing 
employees under private nonprofit management. Similarly, the other current Zoo 
employee unions, MAPE and MMA have a strong interest in seeing continued union 
representation, though they recognize that all employees would be up for grabs by -
any union that would want to represent the new workforce. None of the current 
contracts contain successor clauses guaranteeing the union's continued right to 
represent the employees under new management Thus, in order to create a new 

· union or unions, one of two things would need to occur: ( 1) the legislature could 
provide succession by naming. one or more unions, or (2) there would need to be an 
open election. Many people interviewed for this study _suggested that Zoo employees 
would ultimately have only one or perhaps two unions representing them. Current 
unions potentially could represent Zoo employees even if they were no longer state 
employees; however, the bargaining unit would be totally separate from current state 
employee unions. Also, any one of a number of private sector unions may have an 
interest in representing zoo employees if the Zoo is privately managed. 
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4. Although a review of each job classification was well beyond the scope of this study, 
it is likely that some salaries would go up and some may go down over time. 
Individuals who were interviewed for this study suggested that professional salaries 
may increase while some unskilled positions would go closer to minimum wage. It is 
highly likely that the President's salary would increase significantly, to be more in 
line with other zoo directors around the country and the directors of other, 
comparable Minnesota organizations operated as nonprofits. 

5. Employee benefits would change significantly but the impact could be reduced 
through legislative action. Currently, Zoo employees receive benefits equivalent to 
about 30 percent of their salaries. This includes retirement benefits, various insurance 
packages and pay for days off. Across the nonprofit sector, the average cost of 

---benefits is equal to roughly 28 to 30. percent of an organization's payroll. Thus, if 
the Zoo becomes managed by a nonprofit and the workforce is unionized, the 
employer costs of the benefit package will be roughly equivalent. The poteµtial 
differences lie in the kind of benefits the employees receive through the collective 
bargaining process and any actions the legislature may take to minimize the change: 

Days Off May have fewer days off, depending on outcome of negotiations 

Health Plan Can remain in state health plan if provided by the legislature 
Otherwise, there will be fewer choices, less coverage and higher costs 
because employee pool will be much smaller 

Retirement Employees no longer eligible to contribute to state plan and receive state 
contribution 
Employees may leave existing funds in the plan or take funds out of the 
state plan but lose the state's previous contributions 
State plan is better for longer term employees; private plans tend to better 
for shorter term employees 
New nonprofit likely to make an employer contribution but would need to 
be renegotiated 

Other Would need to be renegotiated and repurchased 
Insurance 

In conversations with union representatives, it became clear that the strong preference of 
many Zoo employees is to remain under state employment and continue to work for the 
Zoo. Many employees are in their 50' s and will be concerned about the :financial loss of 
retirement benefits if they leave state service. (It should be noted that one option for the 
legislature to consider is to compensate these employees in a one-time lump sum 
payment, similar to that provided to University of Minnesota hospital employees when 
the hospital was sold to the Fairview System.) Given a choice, many Zoo employees 
would want to continue working for the Zoo. Employee turnover has traditionally been 
very low, in part because employees share a passion for the mission. As one employee 
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said, 'This is very different from other state agencies. We are not the Department of 
Revenue.'' 

If the Zoo became a nonprofit organization, the new management would have a high 
interest in retaining current employees with specialized skills. Some positions are unique 
in the region and replacing these employees would pose a challenge. In addition, there is 
a great deal of institutional memory regarding the animals and an aging physical facility 
that would be lost with major employee turnover. 

It is important and relevant for this study to point out that employees consistently 
characterized employee morale as low. Some said the absence of a strong leader and a 
long range plan has been stressful. During the last legislative session, 42 employees 
received lay off notices, but were ultimately retained when deficiency funds were 
appropriated. In recent lean financial times, employees who leave have not been 
replaced. The workforce has been essentially flat for the past six years, despite the 
opening of a major new exhibition. Union representatives characterized the situation as 
"wearisome and discouraging." 
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HOW WOULD STATE 'OWNERSHIP BE AFFECTED? 

The legislature specifically requested that this assessment include an explanation of the 
effect on State ownership and any ongoing costs to the State. As zoos have privatued in 
other communities, the public entity typically has retained ownership of the land and all 
property. The new nonprofit governing board is responsible for day to day management 
and oversight. In virtually all cases, the public entity has continued to provide substantial 
support in terms of both annual operating subsidies as well as funding for capital 
improvements. 

If the Minnesota Zoo became a nonprofit organization, the State could continue to 
provide operating support and bonding authority for capital improvements. The exact 
amount of that support is difficult to predict as it is a function of how well the Zoo 

: . presents its case and the degree to which future legislatures will honor those requests. It 
is doubtful that the State of Minnesota would want to relinquish its ownership of a 
valuable state asset Also, if the State turned over the ownership of the property to a 
nonprofit organization, Dakota County's long-term deed of the land to the State would be 
called into question. 
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WHAT IS THE ZOO'S POTENTIAL 
AS A LOCAL GOVERNMENT ENTITY? 

Approximately 40 percent of the zoos and aquariums in the United States are managed by 
governmental agencies and the vast majority of these are run by city governments (60% ), 
counties (15%) and special districts (12%). Examples oflocal government zoos within 
Minnesota include the Como Zoo in St. Paul and the Duluth Zoo. Thus, the question of 
whether the Minnesota Zoo should come under the jurisdiction of a local entity is not an. 
unreasonable one. Typically, however, zoos are created as local government entities from 
the start, rather than becoming a local zoo after the fact. 

The local entity governance possibilities that immediately come to mind for the 
Minnesota Zoo include the City of Apple Valley, Dakota County and the Metropolitan 

-- C-auncil. In addition, there is the possibility of a new special taxing district, which could 
be created by the legislature for the sole purpose of governing the Minnesota Zoo. 

In examining the question of whether the Minnesota Zoo could or should become a local 
entity, we conducted in-depth interviews with officials of the City of Apple Valley, 
Dakota County and the Metropolitan Council in addition to various Zoo staff. 

The typical benefits of a zoo operated by a local entity include the fallowing: 
• Dedicated source of tax revenue 
9 Local "ownership" and source of community pride 
• Access to a range of services provided by the local entity, 

e.g. utilities, snow removal, finance and accounting services, etc. 

City of Apple Valley 

The Minnesota Zoo has benefited from its relationship with Apple Valley in a number of 
ways. In the early days, when the Zoo was first established, the City of Apple Valley 
provided a range of services, such as security, water, sewer, and snow removal. A 
representative of the City served on the Zoo's governing board up until the late 1980' s. 
City officials were instrumental in establishing the Zoo's Environmental Education 
School and paid for its buildings~ The school is operated by the Apple Valley school 
district. 

· In turn, the City has benefited from the Zoo's location in Apple Valley. The City's 
letterhead proudly positions the City as "The Home of the Minnesota Zoo." City officials 
believe the Zoo is responsible for generating significant tourism. In addition, the Zoo has 
become a valuable resource for Apple Valley residents as a recreational and educational 
amenity. In recent years, the City has held its annual community celebration at the Zoo. 

The answer to the question of whether the Minnesota Zoo should become a city zoo is a 
resounding "no." Apple Valley's annual operating budget is approximately $12 million 
and the city's infrastructure is in no position to take on the management of a complex $17 
million operation. Whether the Zoo and the City could mutually benefit from a closer 
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partnership is a different question. Past and present city officials were enthusiastic about 
ways in which the City could be involved in promoting the Zoo, working together to 
generate more tourism and connecting its residents with the Zoo through events. A 
stronger partnership between the Zoo and the City may lead to additional opportunities in 
the future. For example, ultimately the newly formed Apple Valley Foundation could 
become a source of programming support for the Zoo to the mutual benefit of the Zoo 
and city residents. 

Dakota County 

Similarly, Dakota County played a significant early role in the Zoo by providing the State 
with a long term deed to the land at no cost . A county representative-served on the Zoo 
governing board until the late 1980' s when the Zoo -board was restructured. 

Current Dakota County officials characterized the relationship with the Zoo as "a history 
of missed opportunities." In the past 10 years, the relationship has been "minimal," 
characterized by occasional interactions one might expect with any adjacent neighbor. 
The county held its employee recognition event at the Zoo, maintains Highway 38 as part 
of its road system, and has contributed resources to the Environmental Education Center. 

Although the Zoo property generates no property wees for Dakota County, the county 
benefits in other ways. Dakota County residents appear to be heavy users of the Zoo, 
accounting for 22% of Zoo visitors in the May and August, 1998 visitor surveys. Clearly, 
the Zoo provides Dakota County residents with a significant recreational and educational 
amenity. 

The answer to the question of whether the Minnesota Zoo should become a county zoo is 
"probably no." The Zoo may be simply too much for _the county to take on, financially 
and managerially. If the Zoo were part of the county, it would represent more than 10% 
of the county's $160 million annual operating budget and provide a management 
challenge unlike any other facet of county business. From a fmancial standpoint, if the 
State were looking for a local entity to replace the State's share of the Zoo's operating 
budget, Dakota County is probably not a good candidate. H the county were to absorb 
the $7 million annual state appropriation, it would result in a 7.7% increase in the county 
tax levy, which would not be acceptable to county residents based on conversations with 
Dakota county officials. 

Could the Zoo and the county forge a partnership for mutual benefit? County officials 
were eager to point out a long list of possibilities. As one of the fastest growing counties 
in the United States, Dakota County will face increasing pressure to provide trails, parks 
and other recreational amenities. Toe Zoo has considerable open space and its own 
system of trails. In a partnership, the county and Zoo may be eligible for grants to jointly 
develop parks and ~- The county recently created a camp ground near the zoo; future 
camping facilities might be provided jointly by the Zoo and county. Ultimately, if the 
metro area's light rail system is extended past the Mall of America, the Zoo's parking lots 
could provide Park and Rjde capacity during non-peak months. The county could 
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provide a source of workers for the Zoo through its Sentence to Service and welfare to 
work programs. These and other possibilities are not part of the discussion today because 
there is virtually no contact between the county and the Zoo. 

The Metropolitan Council 

The Metropolitan Council does have a large enough tax base to carry the Zoo's annual 
operating budget If the Council operated the Zoo, the Zoo would represent less than 3% 
of its $600 million operating budget and replacement of the State's $7 million annual 
appropriation would increase the Council's tax levy very nominally. 

The questions regarding the Metropolitan Council option are two-fold: · 
(1) Should the 7-county metro area bear the public portion of the Zoo's budget? 

---- (2) Would the Council do a better job of running the Zoo? 

While the metro area's tax base would provide an attractive, growing source of dedicated 
revenue to support the zoo, a review of the Zoo's visitors would argue against this option. 
Residents of the 7-county metro area account for a little over 60% of the zoo's visitors 
and approximately 60% of the state's tax revenues come from the metropolitan area. 
Thus, it appears that state funding is a much more appropriate source of public funds 
based on who currently uses and benefits from the Zoo. On that basis, a dedicated tax 
imposed on metro-area residents may be politically unpalatable to metro area residents. 

Another question is whether the Metropolitan Council could provide superior 
management for the Zoo. Currently, the Council is credited with doing a good job of 
operating a number of systems such as sewers, parks, and transit. The Council, however, 
has no experience in managing· attractions such as the Zoo and would be on a steep 
learning curve, at least in the short tenn. 

Again, the concept of partnership and collaboration seems more advisable. There is little 
or no relationship between the Zoo and the Metropolitan Council today. It is conceivable 
that discussions would lead to mutually beneficial opportunities. Several possibilities 
could be explored: The Metropolitan Parks and Open Space program could provide a 
mechanism for parks development at the Zoo. (Currently, the Zoo is not eligible for 
funding, except perhaps in partnership with Dakota County.) The MTC might provide 
dedicated transportation to the zoo in the summer. Perhaps the Co~cil could waive fees 
for water treatment. 

Conclusion 

None of the local entity concepts explored in this study seem advisable as a source of 
dedicated tax revenues and/or management and oversight responsibilities. On the other 
hand, these discussions provide clear evidence that the Zoo could benefit from forging a 
closer relationship with its neighbors. 
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES & CONCLUSIONS 

Project Objectives 

In an effort to assist the Minnesota Zoo assess whether a change in governance structure 
is a desirable strategic option, four scenarios were explored. 

Scenario 1: Improve the Zoo to an adequate level under current governance 
Scenario 2: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level under current governance 
Scenario 3: Improve the Zoo to an adequate level under a private, non-profit governance 
Scenario 4: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level under a private, non-profit governance 

The following report discusses the economic analysis for these scenarios, as well as, the 
assumptions associated with these scenarios. Projections were made for a 16-year period 
(from fiscal year 2000 until fiscal year 2015). 

An "as is" scenario that would assume no significant capital expenditures or other 
changes was not developed since it would present a downward spiral for the Zoo that 
would be unacceptable to both the Zoo and the State. 

Conclusions 

All scenarios project negative incremental cash flows in the long term. 

In order to assess the effect that various events might have on the results, a sensitivity 
analysis was performed on the following key variables: 

• Attendance levels • The forgiveness oflong term debt • Charge of an attendance fee to K-6 school children 

Because attendance levels can cause dramatic fluctuations in the results, raising 
attendance projections beyond the annual growth rates previously assumed seemed too 
risky based on past zoo experience. As shown on pages 55 and 56, forgiveness of the 

· Zoo's long term debt has a significant positive impact on the Zoo's financial position. 
The combination of debt forgiveness and a small fee for K-6 school children improves all 
scenarios even further. · 

It is very important to note that the results of these scenarios are subject to material 
change as events and circumstances frequently do not occur as expected. 
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ASSUMPTIONS 

All assumptions were developed based on discussions with the Minnesota Zoo acting 
Director-Connie Braziel-and Vice President of Finance-Jim Reinholdz, as well as, 
consultants Ann Bitter and Diane Herman. 

Capital Requirements 
In order for the Zoo to rise to an adequate level, current facilities need to improve with 
projects such as building roadways/pathways and improving water management. At the 
same time new exhibits must open to attract visitors. A capital investment of 
approximately $43 million is estimated between 2000 and 2010. 

In order for the Zoo to rise to an optimal level the investment level required is estimated' 
atapproximately $200 million. The increase is due to three additional projects (Hospital, 
Africa and Polar exhibits). 

Funding for these capital projects is assumed to come from a combination of State and 
private contributions. It is assumed that the State's portion will be funded through 
general obligation bonds, and that the Zoo will not incur any debt service. 

For a detailed description of the capital projects to be undertaken under each scenario 
refer to the Appendix A · 

Operating Costs 
The expansion under Scenarios 1 and 2 is expected to result in an increase in operating 
expenses. Under Scenario 1; operating expenses due to the expansion are expected to 
increase to a range between $500,000 to $600,000 annually and for Scenario 2 the range 
is $500,000 to $1,500,000 annually during the 16 year projected period (expressed in 
present value terms). 

These expenses are assumed to increase by 3% a year due to inflation. In addition, after 
the exhibits have been operating for five years, an additional 2% increase in these 
expenses is assumed due to more maintenance requirements resulting from the aging of 
the exhibits. 

For a detailed analysis of the increase in operating expenses resulting from this expansion 
refer to Appendix B. 
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Attendance 
The actual attendance for fiscal year 1999 was as follows. The admission rates that will 
be in effect at April 1, 2000 are also illustrated in the table. 

FY99 Mix Rate 
as of 411/00 

Adults 249,728 21% $10.00 
Youth 95,765 8% $5.00 
Senior citizen 18,586 2% $7.00 
Group adults 155,373 13% $8.00 
Group youth 73,910 6% .$4.00 
Members 273,745 23% $0.00 
Free 306,133 26% $0.00 

1,173,240 100% 

It is assumed that the mix of attendees remains the same during the projected period. 

Annual percentage increase in attendance assumptions under Scenarios 1 and 2 are as 
follows: 

• Scenario 1 · 
An annual percentage increase in attendance of 3% is assumed for all years 

• Scenario 2 
An annual percentage increase in attendance of 3% is assumed for all years except for 
fiscal years 2009 and 201 O when a percentage increase of 7% and 8% respectively is 
assumed, due to the opening of the Africa and Polar exhibits. 

• This long-term annual increase of3% is consistent with the average annual increase 
in attendance of the Zoo in the past, according to Zoo management. 

For greater detail refer to Appendix C. 

Admission Fees 
· Admission fees are assumed to increase by 6% every two years, beginning with the rates 
effective on April 1, 2000 as a baseline. This is consistent with past practice at the Zoo. 
Under Scenario 2, however, a 20% increase in the admission fee is assumed to take place 
in fiscal year 2009 due to the opening of the African exhibit. This exhibit is anticipated 
to cost approximately $100 million to construct and to cause a substantial increase in· 
operating expenses as Appendix B illustrates .. The increase in fee is necessary to cover 
much of the additional operating costs that are expected to arise. 

For greater detail refer to Appendix C. 
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Other Assumptions 
• Earned revenue is assumed to increase in proportion to the increase in attendance 

since it is highly correlated to attendance levels. 

For greater detail refer to Appendix D. 

• Private contributions (from all sources-individuals,foundations and corporations) 
under Scenario 1 are assumed to increase by $750,000 between fiscal year 2001 and 
fiscal year 2005. This will be achieved by hiring an additional development 
employee on January 1, 2001. Private contributions under Scenario 2 are assumed to 
increase by $1,500,000 between fiscal year 2001 and fiscal year 2005 and three 
developm~nt employees are expected to be hired on January 1, 2001 to drive this 
growth. 

The annual salary for each development personnel is assumed to be $60,000 per year 
and for each clerical personnel $30,000 (plus benefits of 30% per year, in line with 
existing benefit levels). Salaries are also assumed to increase by 3% per year. 

In all other years private contributions are assumed to increase by 7% per year. This 
seems attainable since the Zoo has experienced an average annual increase in 
contributions of 30% for the period 1993 through 1999. 

For greater detail refer to Appendix D. 

• A discount rate of 6% is assumed 

Change of Governance Assumptions 
The assumptions mentioned above are applicable for Scenarios 3 and 4 also, however, 
some additional assumptions follow which are specific to these two scenarios since they 
assume a change in governance to a private, non-profit organization. 

• Private contributions (from all sources-individuals, foundations and corporations) 
under Scenario 3 are assumed to increase by $1,500,000 between fiscal-year 2001 and 
fiscal year 2005. This will be achieved by hiring an additional development 
employee on January 1, 2001. Private contributions under Scenario 4 are assumed to 
increase by $2,500,000 between fiscal year 2001 and fiscal year 2005 and three 
development employees are expected to be hired on January 1, 2001 to drive this 
·growth. 

The annual salary for each development personnel is assumed to be $75,000 per year 
and for each clerical personnel $35,000 (plus benefits of 30% per year, in line with 
existing benefit levels). Salaries are also assumed to increase by 3% per year. 
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In all other years private contributions are assumed to increase by 7% per year. This 
seems attainable since the Zoo has experienced an average annual increase in 
contributions of30% for the period 1993 through 1999. 

For greater detail refer to Appendix E. 

• Operating expenses will increase by $50,000 which would bring the director's salary 
at a level comparable to market (Appendix E) 

• Purchased services include services from the State such as legal, accounting, human 
resource, insurance, purchasing and contract management services. These services 
are either charged to the Zoo through an administration fee or provided at no charge. 
Zoo management estimates that fees paid to the state in fiscal year 1999 for rendering 

_..., these services were $242,000. 

If the Zoo becomes a private, non-profit organization it must provide these services· 
by hiring additional personnel or by outsourcing them to a third party, which will 
result in the following additional costs: 

• Insurance costs will increase by $170,000 (Appendix E) • Legal services will increase by $28,000 (Appendix E) • Labor relations and contract negotiations will increase by $100,000 (Appendix E) • Hiring of an accounting supervisor and an information systems manager 
(Appendix F and G) • Payroll is assumed to be outsourced at $8, 700 per year (Appendix G) 

• Software and hardware are assumed to be purchased at $600,000 and will be 
amortized over 3 years (Appendix G) • Annual software maintenance is assumed to be $30,000 a year (Appendix G) 

Sales Tax Assumptions 
As a private, non-profit organization, the Zoo would not be liable for state sales tax 
currently paid on admissions (estimated at $266,409 for FY 1999), and material 
purchases (estimated at $200,000 for FY 1999). 

_The effect of this change would be a decrease in the tax revenues collected by the State of 
Minnesota. It is likely that the legislature would reduce its appropriation to the Zoo by a 
comparable amount. Therefore, the financial analysis in this report assumes a zero net 
effect of this sales tax change. · 
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RESULTS 

·The cost/benefit analysis of each scenario based on the aforementioned assumptions is 
presented below. Refer also to Appendices H through K. 

Scenario 1: Improve the Zoo to an adequate level under ,:urrent governance 
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Scenario 2: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level under current governance 
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Scenario 3: Improve the Zoo to an adequate level under a private, non-profit 

governance 
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Scenario 4: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level 11nder a private, non-profit 
governance 
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P'-ialc 12,S,000 
o-.-,,..i..,, UJIJlJ 66.9-'0 68.959 ?1,lm 73.1.SS 1,S,3.53 77,.613 19,.lM2 n.340 84,IIQ 17,JS,S· 851,'17.S 92,674 9S.4SS ft.311 101.:za 
~ ..... _, 

1._ .... _., liO,Q:10 17.S.llXI lSIIUD IS,.76t 191,336 197,077 E,9G 'DJm :ns.:is1 7.11,811 221.464 m,J.20 242,379 24!1.&Sl 2$7,l-CO 264,,95' 

~..,.,;,... 211.000 211.840 29,70.5 JIU9' 31.S\4 32.~ 33,433 34,436 3"4'10 3',534 37,&30 JS.m 351,1.21 41,1151 42.J,SJ 43,623 

Uiornla&io..,._...ct•o,tiouo• 1011,.QlO 103,000 1015,DSO 109;rl'l 112.m lU,927 l19,4GS l.2Zn7 12',677 130.477 134.m 131,423 ICU75 14'.ISJ 1.Sl.23!1 1"-ffl 

Salariaa,AMaoJ!b 176,76' ll.5,,604 194,884 :104,621 214,SQI_ 22S,603 236,81:S 2«1,;m 241.1'3 %7',%11 '61,-rJ 302,329 317,446 :m,311 3411,984 . 3"7,40 

ou..ro..,_...,._ 230.IXJG ZIJ,CXl0 2J0,0Q) 30,QaJ 30.000 JO.ax, 30,QaJ 30,QaJ JQ.000 %30.000 230,000 230,000 30,IXXI 30,000 30,IXXI 3J,000 

O..i.1,_itiDa~ 
Tetallaaw-aalcu••...,._ l,•1!z7" !:!PJ7• l.1'UH 1,61%,lft LIU.JD :zM.1'3 :Z.1%3.JH :Z.lff.'11 ~~ J.,514,411 4,21 .... """"'u 4,J2UTJ ... ~11 ~'74,321 • IUffl 

!"-1i.a.~ .... Jt.w (lll,141') (4'1,lTCl (3N.%ff) (4%2,414) (JA.nll · (74',0lll ('JY7,'77l 0,0:t:.llll) 0.84'.•> (1.J!U:tT) (Ud.nT) l'Ul7,.lll) (%.aZ.llll l'2,TJ1.JH) a.u,.m, <%.''72.lffl 

.,,_.. nlDo at'mt ilat-.lcull4- (12,3lS.23.s) 

s.i.. ... PWO (19.4519.744) 
l"-••n .. u...i- ...2!a:!!!l 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Initially, all scenarios were unprofitable based on the assumptions outlined previously. 

We then conducted a sensitivity analysis of the effect of the following factors: 
• Attendance levels 
• The forgiveness of debt • Charge of an attendance fee to K-6 school children 

The following shows the effect that these factors have on the net present values 
calculated under each scenario. The table also shows the average annual growth in 
attendance required to approximate a break-even point under each scenario. 

Cunnmt BmkEva FoqinllllSS Forg:inun K4i sciNl F1rgiwaeN 
p:nl$ellimue dllllliace lewJs A:Hm:lm:e lfflk 1£Htsmice elabtsmice & ddlma tf aeitsmb &. 

Auul Netpnsem Omge3%m CJmce3"m Cmge3%m (Nomi) clwlceinai. atn1m:e ie K-6 sd!Nlddliml 
wl• . U% 5.0% 5.5% frm3%i14J% 112 atniam:e ie 
$215 $52,702 $5,172,700 $8,381,511 $1(),241,97.6 ($9j2,728) $9,.247.,416 

$11),207 {$19,221,610) ('$13,949,~ ($1Q,689,(J4l9 ($9,026,386) ($l),489 ,OSI) ('$16,293,827) 
$8,843 ($6,616,979') ($1,496,981) $1,711,830 $3)78,245 
$7,952 12 1,039,871 17,779,691 16,117, 

Note 1: Debliled debt service schec1ules fot the Marine Education Cecter(MECj and the roof repair were provided by zoo management. 
Since the debtserrice amount stops in FY16 and is only $79,930 inm6, the lut years cash flow (FYl~ wu 
adjusted by deleting the debt service forgmness for purposes of tamina1 value calculation. 

~,6ll.,IUJ) $2,512,815 
~ 17,384,47 

N ot.e 2: Assuming90,00l K-6 school cbildren on a-verage a year a1$3/child. The fee is assumed to remain constant throughout the projected period and begminFY 01. 

It is very important to note that attendance level is a key variable in these projections and 
any fluctuations in the attendance level can cause significant fluctuations in the results. 
For this reaso~ we do not raise attendance levels beyond the annual growth rates 
previously assumed. 

The following tables show in greater detail the results of each scenario under: 

• The assumption that the debt is forgiven • The assumption that the debt is forgiven and that an entrance fee is charged to 
K-6 school children 

The tables show that by forgiving the debt and imposing a modest program fee for K-6 
school childre~ scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are positive for the first 10 years. Scenario 4 is 
positive through the first 8 years. 
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Forgiveness of debt analysis: 

Scenario 1: 

r..u.-llilll Cua Ii,JJ,,w,,1 

Admi11iaAfMI 

!.-nftlllll 
Print• co~.,, 
FoJCP"l..,,ofdal,1 

Tolalla<n.,.aJalcual.a..n 

r..u......i Cul. a .... , 
OJeratiz,c .,.,._. .b lo capilollllpelllliliaru: 

S.J.ariuuill•1.111(11t 

So,ppliu 

Utib.1111 

Ollar 

o. .. 1ci,-at ptaoam.l 

Pl.uulmc 

Improve the Zoo to an adequate-level under current governance -
Forgiveness of debt 

FYR lYOl na: n'Dl FY04 l'Y05 l'Y"' 1Y07 lYOI pyo, l'Yll l'Yll lYU l"Yll 
s s s $ $ s s s s s s $ $ s 

262,984 146,.$40 I.S9,99l 164,m 179,920 185,318 202,.330 D,400 227,531 :234,3S7 215,811 2e.m m,141 296,373 
4H,8.SS 216,8S1 JSS,163 293.718 J02,.530 311,60$ ~,954 DU82 340.SOO 350,7U :361,23& 372,073 383,2:JS 394,7.32 
104,419 l.SO.OOJ 150,!XXJ 1.50,COO 1.50,tnl 1.50,000 16-1,.293 11s.m 188,~ :201,265 lls,354 ll).429 246,.m 263,818 

1.237..589 1.202.299 1,168,152 1,140.028 1.102.720 1,062.421 1,024.474 989.-443 9.5-4.403 91s .. m 88Ul9 845,604 788.2.S1 751.346 
l.111"97 l,77J,litT 1,763,JIT 1,748,SJJ l,7l5.171 1,70,,34,& 1,711,UI 1,714,211 1,1111,.m: t.114,a,4 1,714,770 l,71U53 t,7U,7!% 1,7~" 

361,200 372.0:36 ™,m 46l,74l 477,653 605,428 632.129 661,443 69Ull 1l4.,s93 760,lllJ m,864 838,801 880,747 

51,600 SJ,H8 63,542 66,249 68,236 86,490 90~ 94,492 98,897 103,.Sll 108,689 114,lll 119,Ul 125,821 

25,800 26,.rt4 31,711 33,1:24 34,118 4),24.S ·,s.1~ 47,24'1 49,449 Sl,1S1 54,344 57,062 .59,91.5 61,Slll 

77,400 79,722 9S.Jl4 911.373 !Ol.354 129,73.S 13.5,456 141,738 148,346 155.170 163,033 171,IBS 179,744 188,7.32 

73.000 80,340 82,7.50 as,2:33 87,790 90,423 93,l:36 9s,m 98,808 lDl,m 104,82.S 107,9i0 lll,209 

12.:s.cm 

l'Y 14 nu 
s s 

llJ,580 333,287 
406,S14 4l1,77l 
282,285 302,04S 
699,223 61.$,340 

1,711,"3 1,u,,444 

!r.14,78S 971,024 
132,lll 138,718 
66,0.56 69.J.19 

198,168 208,0'11 
114,546 ll7,982 

r • ..i .... -aa1 ... a .. ...,, fi.fl,808 "'·'"' 115,744 14',:m 1li1,5,• ,s2,n1 9'J,4'4 l,Dll,D5J l,01•.,ll l,IJJ,,•1 1,111,"l 1,%4',0'8 l.lU.l" l,UMZO }..QJ,"7 l.SDS,U, 

!fel incnJMAialcvla 1law l.4'8"97 l.1",Zl7 un;.o LOOJ.JII Jli7,5'7G 756,65' 111JH 6'6,1'3 ,:s.,u m.,u m.101 ~.5,.. 3ff.5U mu, 175.ff& 1"4,214 

PIUOat YUIii oimt illl:n....aa.lcukflaw 7,956,484 

s.i .. ~nbt ~ 
1«11,naea1""11111 ~ 

Scenario 2: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level under current governance -
Forgiveness of debt 

l'YIII FYDI FYet l"Y93 FYH l'YU FYN 1YB7 l'YIII pyo, 1Yl0 FYU FYll n'll l"Y14 FYH 

s $ s $ s s s $ s s s s $ s s s 
I.n-•tal Cua raa...1 
.I.Gllllffll)a{u1 262,984 146..$'0 1.59,992 164,792 179,920 185,JIS 20""..,DJ D,400 277,531 656,199 802,438 344,487 354,Sll 387,394 399,016 435,645 

UIMlin- 496,SSS :176,857 285,163 293,118 ~ 311,60S m,954 n!,S82 340,.SOO 818,J34 l,IDJ,706 405,286 417,444 4'9,968 442,867 456,UJ 

Plinl1 coauiwiam 104,479 :300,cnl xo,cm :300,IDJ 300,cnl lJJ,(nJ 216,793 231,968 243,.206 26.S,SSO 284,171 304,063 32S,.347 · 348,121 m.•so m,564 

To!p"l-,afdeot 1,237.589 1.m.m 1,168,1.52 1,140,028 1,102,7:20 l,0&2,421 1,024,474 989,«3 954,403 918JS7 882,J09 84S,60C 788,2S7 7.Sl.346 6911~ 611340 

Tetalw..-.atalcuaiaa... l.lDl,"7 l~J."7 1,fll,317 l,m.53' l,W,171 l,UJ,344 1.1'-',HI 1.7'1,3'3 1,m.m 2,651,'71 %.'".6%4 1,1,,,-MI 1,115,171 l,Jltm U~ff lJIJ,M 

r.n....ic..a o.._1 
~ Ill..-, a to CAtita.l1spmiitaau: 

Swnu&1111\a,u111 :361,200 372.036 444,797 463,741 .562,.llJ 6n,m 72U38 7SJ,844 787,454 l,,Sl4,87.S 1,m,m 2,012.828 2,091,394 i.m.22& 2,l74,232 l,387,943 

Sappli,u 51,600 SJ,148 63,542 66,249 80,316 98,932 103,ll:I 107,692 112,493 217,839 116,710 287,.547 298,771 310,4411 324,8SO 341,llS 

trtilitio:s 2:l,800 26,574 31,771 33,124 40,158 49,4" 51,J60 .sJ,846 56,247 IOl,9211 131,38.S 143,773 149,385 1.ss.Dl 152,44.S 170,567 

Otlar 77,400 79,722 9.5,314 99,373 1211,474 148,:m 154,680 161,SJS 161,140 326,759 415,I.ss 431,:320 448,156 4'.S,691 487,lJS Sll,702 

0.f'tbpaeat pu,o-1 min:, 281,190 289,625 m,314 307,264 .316,482 mm llS,756 34.S,lll8 356.m 366,889 m~ 389,2:JJ a.,10 41U3'7 

P1umiac 125,lDJ 

T1taluio,n-aalcuil•dL,,n '41,GII ™,411 '16.'14 m.m 1,101.47' 1.:,uai uc.,n l,.m.sff r.~, %,52~1 3,1%JJU 3,%,4l,351 3,30,Al 3,4'U41 3.kf,11% l,1%4,lM 

lfltiameaeutlcuaa.. 1.4'1Jl7 t.m.m 9ff,"3 '"'-4U 7tUH ff:Z.151 ,nun 311,-ofi Jff..,51 134,4H (U4Jll) (1.J.C.!1') (1,47J,ffl> (1,ffl,11%) (1,m,%1') CUllJl:t) 

l'mut naaa oflllliai:i.uuulailllbr 2,08S,3'74 

s.i,.....- (16.624.484) 

&t1-atwlw (14,53f,111) 

11. IZ--•-•----,. r, .,.....,...,. ~d"""I•.,.. • ,r r-.a1r"ll1l"'IILT!l.._1 1C'v1'-r .... 1'l'r1' A 1: A I\J' AV VC:1~ 

------
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Scenario 3: Improve the Zoo to an adequate level under a private, non-profit 
governance - Forgiveness of debt 

not n'Dl PYO% n'Dl 1'YIM lYOI no, YY07 P'YOI lYff lYlD l'Yll FYI: FYlJ FYl• l'Y'U 
s s $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ s $ $ $ 

IMn-1111 C.uh x.n-1 

Admiuionfcu 26Z,984 146,.S40 159,m 164,792 179,92(1 lSj,318 Zl:2,330 208,400 227,.531 234,357 2:S.S,811 263,547 287,741 :296;373 323,580 333,287 
E......!n,,._ 496,SSS 216,SSJ 285,163 293,718 :m,s:io 311,605 ~,9S4 3:30,.582 340,500 3S0,71S 361,236 372,073 383,235 394,732 406,S74 418,772 
Priv&tc conlri,Qtians 104,479 300,000 :l00,000 300.000 :300.000 :300,000 216,793 :2:31,968 248,206 265,.580 '.284,171 :104,063 325,347 J.48,121 372,490 398,..s64 
PuaclwcdMMCU :zJ3,3(lO 245,400 258,105 211,445 28S,4.S3 300,160 31.S,60J :331,818 348.S« 3156,721 38,S,492 405,202 425,897 «1.rn 470,443 494,401 
l'orownaJ• of dallt I.D7.SS9 1.202,299 1,168,152 1,140.0:28 1,102.720 1,062.421 1.024.474 989.443 954,403 918,.SS7 882.309 845,604 788.257 7:Sl~6 699.223 61.S,340 
Tetaliacn ..... ta1 ... .1t..laa.- %,331,207 2,171,H7 l.171,41l 2.1,,,, ... l,179,$%3 l,15!1,504 l,Olfl.153 l,0!11,211 :.u,,413 2,135,!1311 2,1'9.117!1 l,1'0,41, 2,210.477 l,ffl,2011 l,%72,311 2.2,e,363 

In.cn-•1111 Cuh o .. ce-. 
Operatizic u~Nct ca., ta capilu upcnditana: 

Saluio1 u,d benefit, 361,.200 372,036 444,797 463,741 477,6.Sl 605,4:28 632.1:29 661,443 692.:281 724,.593 760,823 798,864 838,807 880,747 924,785 971,024 
S..ppliu Sl,600 53,148 63,542 66,:249 68,236 86,490 90.:J(M 94,49:2 98,897 103,513 108,689 114,123 119,8:30 1:ZS,821 132,11:2 138,718 
Utililiu 25,800 26,514 31,771 33,1:24 34,118 43,245 4.5,15:2 47,246 49,449 51,757 .S4,344 .57,06:2 59,91.S 62.911 66,056 69,359 

Other 77,400 79,722 9:S,314 99,373 102,3.S4 l:.9,735 135,4.56 141,i.38 148,J-46 I.S5,270 163,033 171.185 179,744 188,732 198,168 208,077 

D•YU1p111111nt pers<1"""1 97,500 100,425 103,438 106,541 109,737 113,029 116,42(1 119.913 123,510 127,215 131,032 134,963 139,01:2 143,182 147,471 

Plulninc llS,000 
Dincto,'s s&luy 6.S,000 66,950 68,9.SSI 71,027 T.3,158 75,353 77,613 79,942 8:2,340 84,810 87,35.S 89,975 92.674 9.S,455 98,318 101,268 
Pmclwcd .,.,._, 

lNQl&netCOJU 170.000 175,100 180,353 185,764 l!ill,336 197,077 202,989 209,019 21.S,351 221,811 228,466 235,J:20 242,379 249,651 :257,140 :264,854 
Loc.u,...,;c.. :28,000 28.840 29,705 30,596 JI,514 32,460 :33,433 34,436 3.S,470 36,534 31,6:30 38,159 :39,921 41,119 42.J,Sl 43,623 
L.J.or 111latioNicontrct -ti.uioN 100,000 lOJ,000 106,090 109,ZT.l 112.SSI 115,927 119,40:S 1:22,987 1:26,677 130,477 134,39:2 138,423 142..576 146,853 151,259 15.S,797 
Saluio1 &: lMMills 116,166 18.S,604 194,884 204,628 214,860 2:25,603 :236,883 248,727 261,163 274,221 287,932 :302.329 317,446 333,318 349,984 367,483· 
Oth.r opcr&tmc oxpo11M1 2:l0,000 230.000 230,000 30,000 30.000 '.l0.000 '.J0.000 30.COO 30,000 2:l0,000 2:30,000 230,000 30,000 :J0.000 :io.ooo 30.000 

Teta.l iNnmaatal cul,. •"dlaws 1.418,7" 1,411,474 1,541,140 l,3!17,21:J 1,442,322 1,&Jl,ll54 l,71',394 1,78',Jla 1,111,,au 2,13',4f7 2.%1',17' 2,3117,072 2.1,1,2.55 l,l!ll,&11 2,J!J,l57 2,4!17,'80 

Nati.ncn,...,.ta.lcul\4ew '24.+U 1s:z.,n 625,572 772.771 721,JDl 5111,410 3'3,76D 301,701 l$f,5!17 ("7) (50,IOD) (116.513) 12.m (55,411} (121.04') (%37,317) 

PnMnt .,.;.,. of Mt incn-n1Alu11l.COW 3,921,614 
Suvac,onlae (,S,.594.082) 
Necpn,aah-1 ... ~~4'1) 

Scenario 4: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level under a private, non-profit 
governance - Forgiveness of debt 

lYOI !TOI FY&: FY93 FYO• FY85 rra, FY117 FYOI no, 1Yl0 l'Yll lY12 FY13 FYI• l"Yl5 

$ s $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 

Incn-ata.l Culo. .r.a.-, 
Ad111iuioafMt 262,.984 l46,.S40 1.59,992 164,m 179,9:20 185,318 202,330 208,400 r.7,531 656,199 802,438 344.487 354,821 387,394 399,016 435,645 

t......inn- 496,855 276,SSJ :.S.S,163 293,718 :302.S30 311,605 320,954 3:l0,.582 340,500 818,334 1,000,706 40.s,286 417,444 4:29,968 442.867 4.56,l.S3 

Print• co11tliiau>m 104,479 .S00,000 500,000 .500,000 S00,000 500,000 286,793 :306,8611 328,349 351,333 375,9:26 402,241 4:30,398 460,526 492,163 S:21,:256 

Pua:Jwed MmcU 233.,300 24.S,400 258,10.5 271,445 28.5,453 300,160 JIS,603 331,818 348,844 366,7:21 385,492 40:S,:202 42.s,891 447,62'1 470,443 494,401 

To,oftnau o( .W.t 1.D7.S89 I~ 1.168.ls.t 1,140.028 1.102.720 1,062,4:21 1,024.474 989,443 954.403 918,557 882,;3051 84:S,604 788.257 751,.346 699,223 61:S.340 

l•tal iacn-aal cuJi..iaa- %.l31.l117 l,J'TIJl'7 2,371,412 l.3""'" %,371,,%3 l,35!1,514 l,158,153 2,1'7,lll 2.m.,:, :!zlll,1<11 3,""'-m :i4112.1l1 2,41',lll :z,41,,u1 !!!~1% U21.7ff 

i..n-1111eu1.o..._, 
Opullinc ••pcmu <DI to capih!upcadiNnt: 

s.1ariisw'll.111W1J 361~ 372.036 •44,m 463,741 562,213 692,525 721,838 7.53,844 787,454 1,524,815 1,937,392 2,012.828 2.091,394 2.173,.226 2.:274,232 2,387,943 
$,appli,,1 51.600 53.148 63.542 6',:249 80,316 98,932 103,1:211 107,692 112.493 217,839 216,110 287,547 298,771 310,461 324,890 341,13.S 

Utilitiu 25,800 26,574 31,771 33,l:24 40,158 49,466 51,560 S3,M6 56,247 108,920 138,385 143,773 149,.38.$ ISS,230 162.445 170.,s67 

OUiu 77,400 19,122 95,314 99;373 120,474 148,398 154,680 161,.538 168.740 326,159 415,lSS 431,JXI 448.1'6 465,691 487,:m 511.702 

o.,,.lop....t pu,ollllll 33S,000 348,140 3S8,.584 :369,34:2 380,422 391,83.S 403,:590 41.S,6517 428,168 441,013 454,244 467,871 481,907 496,364 SU,2S5 

PJ.umiac 125,000 
Dinctol'tn.luy 6S,DOO 66,950 68,959 71,027 73,158 7,S,3S3 77,613 79,942 82,340 84,810 87,3:SS 89,975 92.674 9S,•SS 98,318 101,268 
~ .. ,._, 

1--cottJ 170,000 175,100 180,JSJ IS.S,764 191,336 197,077 202,989 -;JJ9tJ19 215,351 :221,811 '.228,-466 235,320 242,379 249,651 257,140 264,8.S4 

Lccu,......., :28,000 28.840 29,705 :30,.596 31,514 32,460 33,433 34,436 35,470 36,534 37,630 38,759 39,921 41,1151 42,353 43,623 

1..i-n1.woNlco111nct 111COtimo111 100,000 103,000 106.090 1051.J73 112.SSl 115,9:27 119,405 122,987 126,677 130,477 134,392 138,423 142,576 146,853 I.SI~ 155.797 

SaluiaJl,'11.aulb 176,766 la.s,404 194,884 204,628 214,860 225.603 236,883 248,127 261,163 274,221 287,932 :l0'.2,J:29 317,446 333,318 3451,984 :367,483 

Otlioropullinc •1'PCNU 230.CO, %30,000 230.000 30.000 30.000 30.000 :J0,000 :30,000 JOIOCSJ 2301000 230.000 230.000 :30,000 30,000 30.000 :J0,000 

Telaliaaw....-1 cua•ua.- l.411l.7U l.'""7• I.7'1.JH 1.U:Z.JH 1.nf.!1%3 :Z,84',1'3 2.l2J,3U :Z.::U,'81 2.lfl.'3: J.Jl4,41J 4,ll4,4tl 4,364,Jlt 4,32t,J13 4,41%,!lll 4,'74,321 4,t11,,2a 

Net .i-n-ua1 cuJi. 11,ow 924.+U 71%,123 517,1157 111,,z• ;44,701 313,J•l l£,ffl (31.5711) (!UK) (.m,271) s:?;'1,'11) (l.!1'1.'Hl (1.,0J,7551 ~l (%.171.1111) ~l 

., __ YU>il o(mt in:namuucua.llaw 
(2,130,011) 

s.i.,.Yaba ~151.499,746) 
l'fttt,-at-i.. i:UD175?2 
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Forgiveness of debt & K-6 school children· entrance fee analysis: 

Scenario 1: Improve the Zoo to an adequate level under current governance -
Forgiveness of debt & K-6 school children attendance fee 

PYH PYGl PYH PY03 PY04 PYU n'8' n'07 l'YOI l'YO, 1Yll FYU PYU FY13 FY 14 n'JJ 
s $ s $ s s $ $ $ s $ $ $ $ $ $ 

Iacn-Atal Cull hullowtr 

Acbniuiollf- 262,984 146,.540 1.59,992 164,792 179,920 185,318 '.202,330 208,400 227,i'Jl 234,JS] 255,871 263.547 287,741 296,373 323,.580 333,287 
EUJINNWZIM 496,855 276,85'7 285.163 293,718 302,531 '.311,605 320,954 330,582 340,500 350,71.S 361,236 372,073 383,235 394,732 406,.574 418,m 
Prinlt contn1Niiom 104,479 150,000 1.50,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 164,293 11.s,m 188,099 201,265 21.S,354 230,429 246..S.59 263,818 2112,285 302,045 
Forowneu ofiaot 1,237,.589 l,E,m 1,168,m 1,140,028 1,102,720 1,062,421 1,024,474 989,443 954,403 918,5S7 882,309 845,604 788,257 751,346 699,223 615,340 
K-6 ic:hool childru. att1zduict f11 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270.000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,IXXI 
TalalinaHI.AlUU cua ma-. l,101JD7 l,046,"7 l,033,387 l,1111,53, 2,085,178 1.,79,344 IJ82,058 1J74,lll l,!111,531 IJ74,U4 I.JH,770 I,m,'53 1,975,m l,'76,2" UIWJ lJ3',444 

Iacn-atal C..~ 0~: 
0?-ratizlc u:puRt cb to c~ilal espmlitwu: 

Sw.ziu ...d btnafw 361,200 372,036 444,797 463,741 477,653 605,423 632,129 661,443 6~1 724,.593 760,823 798,864 838,807 880,747 924,785 971,024 
S<lppliH 51,600 53,148 63,542 66,249 68,236 86,490 90,304 94,492 98,897 !(lJ,.513 108,689 114,123 119,830 125,821 132,112 138,718 
Utilitiu 25,800 26..S,4 31,771 33,124 3-4,118 43,24.S 45,152 47,246 49,449 51,757 54,344 57,062 59,915 62,911 u;oS6 69,359 

01.b,u n,400 79,722 9.S,314 99,373 102,354 129,73.S 135.456 141,738 148,346 lSS,270 163,033 171,18.S 179,744 188,732 198,168 208Jm 
OtnloprNAI pu,om,ol 78,000 80,340 82,750 85,233 87,790 90,423 93,136 95,930 98,208 101,m 104,825 107,970 lll,209 ll4,,.S46 117,982 

PWIIWIC 125,000 
T,"lal iN:n.,..ual cull 111dlawa '41,401 ,o,,418 715,7"4 746,237 1,1,5'4 '57.lill "3,4'+ l,OJl,055 1,1114,,03 l,lll,941 1,181,6':Z 1,24,060 LJ0'.2" l,3',,420 1,435,667 1JD5,15, 

Netillc:ra-Aialcullllew 1,4'0,'87 l,43,,ll7 1,317,543 l,%7J,JDl l,ll7,51( 1,016,65' m.sa, m,1&3 1,5,62' 1411J53 7,'-,IQI m;,4 ,n,525 '°'·14J 546.,,, 434,214 

Pruw .,.u ofmt ~ucullibw 10,430,3.59 

~V'-C-V'Wt (1,187,862) 

Net1ivaatnl111 ,,:t4l.4H 

Scenario 2: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level under current governance -
Forgiveness of debt & K-6 school children attendancefee 

FYGI FYOl FYH FYlll lYIM FYU PY°' FY117 PY'U FYU FYlD PYll l'Yl:Z lYll l'Yl4 PYU 

$ $ s $ $ $ ·s s $ s s s s $ s s 
Iaua-atal Cua Iaa.wsz 

Acbni,rio11fHJ 262,984 146,540 1.59,m 164,m 179,920 185,318 ~2,330 208,400 227,s:Jl 6.56;199 802,438 344,487 354,821 387,394 :399,016 ·4",64.S 

Emiod111ntu11 496,8.S.S 216,8S1 285,163 293,718 m.m 311,60.S 320,954 Dl,.582 340,.soo 818,334 1,000,706 405,286 417,444 42!1,968 442,867 436,153 

Print, co1U111Ntiom 104,479 :100,000 :300,000 :300,000 :J00,000 300,000 216,793 2:31,968 248,206 265.580 284,171 :)04,063 325,347 348,121 :m,490 398,564 

FoqiftNH of debt 1,237,~ l;.l02,299 1,168,l.S:l 1,140,028 1,102,120 1,0,2.m 1,0:24,474 989,443 954,403 918,5S7 882,:309 84.S,604 788,257 751,346 m;m 615,340 

IUi icl.,ol c.lw,ln11 .utaniaace fn Z/0.000 270.000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 ' 270,000 270,000 270,cnJ Z10,(lOO !70,000 270,000 270,000 :270,000 270,IXXI 

Te"lal.inc:ra-...tcuaiaa.w. 2,111Jll7 l,1'5.&97 %,lll,307 l,1U,53f 2,155,170 l,lll,344 U,4,551 7,430,JfJ l,~ %.nt,'71 3,ll!,624 %.1",,MO :Z,155,170 l,lH,ffl 2,1~" :Z,175,702 

lamuaaaal Cull o..ia..-.1 
OJVWIIC ,,.,._ ,b to cqilal. .,.,.lllliilmu: 

S&luialmii~ 361,200 372,036 444,197 463,741 $62,213 6!12.S:l.5 721,838 7.sJ,844 787,4S4 lJ:24,87.S 1,937,392 2,012,828 2,091,394 :l,173,226 U,4,232 zm,9-43 

Sufpliu _.Sl,600 53,148 63.S4:l 66,:24!1 80,316 !18,932 103,l::ZO 107,692 112,493 :m.m 216.110 237,547 298,771 310,461 324,890 341,1:35 

Ublitiu 25,800 26,574 31,111 33,1:24 40,1.58 49,466 .Sl,$1 53,846 56,247 108,9:20 138,385 143,773 1451,385 155,230 16:2,44.S 1'10,.S67 

Otau 77,400 19,122 95,314 99,373 120,474 148,:398 154,680 161,.538 168,740 3:6,7.59 41.5,15.S 431,320 448,156 465,69~ 487,.:33.S 511,102 

0.ftlopmtll1 peoonnel 273,000 231,190 289,626 298,314 307,264 316,482 325,916 335,756 345,S28 356,203 366,889 371,896 38!1,,:l33 400,910 412,937 

P!uminc 125,000 
Te-11-...W rulloidOews ,,u,ooa 104,4U 916,61• 952,113 I,lDl.47' l~s,m 1,3+7,'1' 1.481,U' 1.4'1.U' 2,524,2%1 3,1%3,fff J,:42,lfl 3.3'!:"l 3,4'3,141 J.'4',IU 3,124,U-4 

Nat~cu~ilaw 1,4","7 1,391,%17 l,lU,03 1.21'94' l,IIJ3.04 832.751 "'1171 &lT,4" 579,.ffl '4e4,4A 111,71' 0,07UIJ) ~,ffl) (1,307,012) S!:4".:1'1 ClMl,513) 

PftMld nm otllll DICftllmdalcuhfiow 4,5.59,:24!1 
.S-.ftia (14,853,076) 
Net.-uut-i... (11,U3,12'7) 
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Scenario 3: Improve the Zoo to an ade.quate level under a private, non-profit 
governance - Forgiveness of debt & K-6 school children attendance fee 

FYOI l'Yll FYI% l'YIIJ FYI!• l'YDI no, l'Y07 l'YOI l'YO, l'Yll nu l"YU FY'13 lYl• FYU 
$ $ $ $ .$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 

i..a--•tal c .. 1o.~, 

ACUIIUJ»llfNt 262,ll84 146,.540 l.S9,992 164,m 179,920 18.S,318 :202,m 208,400 m.m 234,357 lSS.871 263,547 287,741 296,313 323,580 33:3,287 
l!:AIM!inn,.. 496,855 216,851 285,163 293,718 :l02,5JO 311,60.S 3:20,954 3'.3~82 340~ 3~715 361,Illi 372,073 383,235 :394,732 406,s74 418,m 
PriY•t1comri>odicn1 104,479 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 :216,793 :231,968 248,206 265,..SSO 284,171 :304,063. 325,347 348,121 372.4!l0 398~ 
Pludww.MMl:ff :233,:300 :24.S,400 258,10.S :271,445 2SS,4S3 :;ocJ,160 31.5,603 331,818 348,844 366,721 385,492 40.5,:202 4:2.S,897 447,627 470,443 494,401 
forpY'IIMlt ofdol,t l,237~ 1,202,299 l,168,t.s2 1,140,028 1,102,720 1,062,421 1,024,474 989,443 954,403 918,.SS7 88Ul9 845,604 788,:2.S7 751,346 699,2D 615,340 
K-o ,choole:bildnn utond.u,,:,, f'11 270,000 no.coo :270.000 270,000 210,000 :270,000 2'70,000 2'70,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 :270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 

T•taliaa9MCJUU culo iAJJ.w,, %,331,%07 2,441,0,T 2,441,41% ::.-0,.,u l,441,lill 2,.n,,504 l,350,153 %,3'%,lll 2,JH,413 l,405~0 :.-0,,0,, l,4'0.4H 1,4U,4'/7 2,581,200 ~11 2,$31,J,3 

Jncn-.-1 Cua Outa.w., 

Op.ntinc •"~:... lo capital upend.ilum: 
s.i.n., ....i 1Mno1w 361,DJ 372.0:36 4«,m 463,741 477,653 60.S,428 632,129 661,443 692,281 724,593 760,823 198,864 838,807 880,747 924,785 971,024 
Soappliu Sl,600 SJ,148 63,542 66,:249 68,Illi 86,490 90,304 94,492 98,891 l()J,.S13 108,689 114,123 119,830 125,821 132,112 138.718 

Utilitio• 25,800 :26,574 31,771 33,1:24 J.4,118 43,245 4S,1.S2 47,246 451,449 51,757 54,344 57,062 59,91.S 62,911 . 66,056 69,:m 

Othu 17,400 79,722 9.S,314 99,313 102,354 1:29,735 13.5,456 141.738 148,346 1.5.5,270 163,033 171,18.S 179,7« 188,732 198,168 208,0'n 

O.Y'lllopllllDI pononntl 97,.SOO 100,425 103,438 106,541 10!>,m 113,029 116,420 119,913 123,.SlO 127,21.5 131,032 134,963 139,012 143,18:2 147,471 

PLuum,c 125,000 
Dinctor• ,.i.,y 6.:S,000 66,9.SO 68,959 71.027 73,lSS 7.5.J,SJ 77,613 79,942 82,340 84,810 87,:.l.:S.S 89,91.S 92,674 51.S,4.S.:S 98,318 101,268 

Pwclwedts~: 
ln,ur..,,,,co,11 170,000 175,100 180,353 18.S,764 191,336 197,077 202,989 :209,079 215,3.51 221,811 I.28,466 :235,320 242,379 249,6.:Sl 257,140 264,854 

Lacal•un:e• 28,000 28.~o 29,70.:S :JO.S96 31,.514 32,460 33,433 34,436 35,470 36,534 37,630 38,7.S!I 39,921 41,119 42,3.53 43,623 

L.bor nl&liomicolllract 111eoti&tio111 100,000 103,000 ll)6,090 109,27.l 112,5.51 l1.S,9Z7 119,405 122,987 126,677 l:J0,471 IJ.4,392 138,423 142,.576 146,853 151,259 1s.s.m 
Swit,&liemtits 176,766 185,604 194,884 104,628 :214,860 225,603 236,883 :248,727 261,163 274,221 :287,932 302,329 317,446 m.:ns 349,984 367,483 

Othor opuati,,c txptmu 230,000 2:l0,000 230,000 30,000 30,000 :l0,000 30.000 J0,000 30,000 230.000 230,000 230,000 30.000 :J0.000 30,000 30,000 

Te-1 b,cn-•tal cul,. ev.dla,n 1,410.7" 1,411,474 1,$41,140 1,3,1,211 l,+4%,3:Z:Z 1.'fl,064 1,11,,3,4 1,716,510 1,1n,a1, 2,13,,4'7 ::z,:u,,a'79 2,307,1172 ::z,1,1,25J 2,2,3.'ll 2.J'J,357 2,4'7,&18 

NtitiMn•HJalcuafJow '74,441 1,0:t:l,&23 1!5,572 1,114:Z.771 "I.JOl 771,468 633,7'0 575,701 52"5'7 2",433 11,.2111 153,417 212,ffl u.ua:i 141.!154 32,613 

Pn,ut ?U1o1 oCnal in:nrmntalcuk flow 6,395,489 
S41Y ..... (3,822,674) 

N•••-•••ftl- ~ 

Scenario 4: Improve the Zoo to an optimal level under a private, non-profit 
governance - Forgiveness of debt & K-6 school children attendance fee 

l'YQI FYOl l'YH rYa:J lY04 l'Yll5 no, FY07 l'YOI "°' P'Yll P'Yll FYI% l'Y13 FY14 FY 15 

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ s $ $ s 
Jncn-a.i Clllllt. r.a.w., 
Admisrion(u, .262,984 146,.540 159,992 164,792 m;ntJ 185,318 ~ 208,400 227,531 656,199 802,438 344,487 354,821 387,394 399,016 43.S,64.:S 

tamocln,,._ 496,S.SS 276,857 285,163 293,718 :m,.:sJO 311,60.S 331,954 330,582 340,.SOO 818,334 1,000.706 •O.S,286 417,«4 429,968 442,867 456,1.53 

Privll• contnwtioJU 104,479 500,000 .S00,000 . .500,000 500,000 S00,000 286,793 306,868 3:28,349 3.Sl.;333 315,926 402,241 4:30,398 460,52& 492,763 521,:2.S6 

Pw,:lwfd Jlffll:1t :233,300 24.S,400 258,105 271,445 285,453 X,0,160 Jl.S,603 331,818 348,844 · 366,721 38.S,492 405,2)2 4:2.5,897 447,1547 470,443 494,Mll 

To,ciY'llnt11ofdol>t 1,237,589 1,202,299 1,168,152 1,140,028 1,102,720 1,062,421 1,024,474 989,«J 954,403 91a,.s.s7 882,309 84.S,604 788,2.57 751,346 699,223 61.S,340 

IC-o >ehool c:lwdnn ut,..i...:. in 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 270,000 2'10.000 270,000 2'10,000 270,000 270.000 270,000 270,000 2'10.000 270,000 

Tetalhorn-aualcuaiaa.... 2,335,207 :l,&41,0'7 2,,41,412 %.63',,u l.UI.W :.,:i,,514 2,421,153 :Z.437,lll %.4'!.'2' 3,Jll,146 3,71!:ffl ::.,1:.m 2,6",lll 2,74',hil 2,TT4,31% %.7'1,7'5 

~CuJi.O'tldJc,,n, 
open1mc...,._ C8!11 to capitalupllll!itqn,: 

Swrm&nibuw!J 361~ 372,036 444,797 •63,741 562,213 692,525 721,838 753,844 787,454 1,524,875 1,937,392 :z.01:z.g 2,0511,394 2,173,226 2,274,232 2,387,943 

Soapplitt 51,600 SJ,148 63,542 66,:249 80,316 98,9D 103,1:1.0 107,692 112,493 :217,8351 276,TIO :287,547 ~771 310.461 324,S!lO 341,135 

trlilitiu 25,800 26,574 31,771 33,124 40,158 49,466 51,560 .53,846 56,247 108,9:20 138,38S 143,773 149,385 l.Ss,23] 162,44.S 170,$67 

Otlm 77,400 19,122 95,314 99,313 120,474 148,398 154,680 161,.538 168,740 326,159 41.S,l.S.S 431,320 4-48,156 465,691 487,33.5 .SU,702 

O.mop-,d ptbOllml 338,000 348,140 3.:ss,.s84 369,342 380,422 3511,83.S 403,.s!lO 41.S,697 4:28,168 441,013 4S4,2« 461,871 481,907 496,364 511,.25.S 

PIMmnc llS,000 
Diactoi,taluy 65,000 66,9.SO 68,959 71,077 73,158 15,353 77,&13 79,942 82,340 84,810 87,:.l.5.5 89,91.S 92$14 !IS,455 98,318 101,268 

~...,...: 
1-eco,b 170,000 175,100 180.J,S3 ISS.76' 191,336 197,077 202,SS!I 209Jm 21.5,351 :z:21,811 2:28,466 235.320 :242,379 249,651 257,140 164,854 

Lec-1Mm:u :28,000 :28,840 29,705 :l0,.596 31,.514 32,4a) 33,433 34,436 35,470 36,534 37,63) 38,159 39,921 41,llll 42,153 43,623 

U-mwollllc:ontnc:t """twio"' 100,000 103,000 106,090 109,713 11:Z.S.Sl 115,9l7 119,405 lD,987 126,611 1:30.477 134,392 138,4:23 142,576 146,853 1Sl,2Sll 15.S.'79'7 

Swriu&~ 176,766 IS.S,604 194,884 :204,6:211 214,860 22S,Ql3 236,883 248,727 261,163 274,221 :287,932 m,:329 317.446 333,318 349,984 361,483 

Otlvoperu~ upemu 230,000 230,000 2:l0.000 30,000 JO.to) :30.000 :30.000 :30,000 30,000 no.cm 230,000 ~.000 30,000 :30,000 JO.CO) 30.000 
T•taliaaaaaaualcua•....._ l.411,7U l,'""74 1,7'3,555 1,652.35, uu.m ~1'3 l,m,Jff %,lOS,611 z:,1.m 3,514,415 ~21:!z4ti 4,JWIJ 4,m,s73 4,4%.'ll 4,"74,33 4,IU.62S 

~-iacn-talcua.0.W t%4,+U !Jll,1%3 .. ,.m ,11.1124 U.C,7111 513,J.41 2'5.,'797 231,431 177,!t• ~Gl (4'1,'111 (1,0UH) (l,'33,755) (1.ffl.05ll ~ ~U33l 

PnMid nbt oC...t mr::nautalcua&w 343,8'4 

Salncllnbt (l7i728.JJ8'l 

Ne•·-••ft1- (17,314,474) 
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Minnesota Zoologlcal Garden 
Capital Requirements Assumptions 

FYOO FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 FYOS FY06 FY07 FYOB FY09 FY 10 

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ s 
Heating line/chiller replacement 1,100,000 
RoadwaysJpathways 4,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000 
Wells Fargo family farm 4,300,000 
Sun bear renovation 80,000 
Tree kangaroo ~8,000 
Bird weathering 10,000 
Old dolphin pool testing 30,000 
Tropics softening 20,000 
Carousel 800,000 
Minnesota trail plan and .construction 30,000 5,000,000 5,000,000 
Coral reef 50,000 
Barred owl 5,000 
Wolverine 50,000 
Caribou 40,000 
Red panda exhibit 50,000 
Grey fox 5,000 
Woodpecker 5,000 
Education bldg/Zoolab expansion 2,250,000 2,250,000 
Bird holding 1,000,000 
Infrastructure/maintenance 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
Orangutan 2,200,000 
Lorikeet 200,000 
Amur leopard 50,000 
Water monitor 5,000 
Pronghom/Salga 50,000 
Walking stick/frog 5,000 
Mixed herp 5,000 
Red panda lodge change 50,000 
Swans 50,000 
Greenhouse 400,000 
Hospital plan and construction 40,oop 6,000,000 
Africa plan and construction 50,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 
Polar plan and construction 40.000 25,000,000 25.000,000 
Water management 1,000 000 

9,528,000 1,085,000 11,855,000 2,790,000 18,000,000 5,000,000 26,000,000 · 25,000,000 25,000,000 50,000,000 26,000,000 

Note 1: Assume the exhibits open in the year in which the last capital expenditure is expended 

Note 2: Assume that financing for these projects is generated primarily from the State and also through private sources 

Zoo-scenarios112299.xls 
11/23/1999 

• - .11111 , . -Ai :A 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Maintenance Adequate Great 

$ $ $ 

1,100,000 1,100,000 1,100,000 
15,000,000 15,000,000 1s.ooo,ooo 

4,300,000 4,300,000 
80,000 80,000 
38,000 38,000 

10,000 10,000 10,000 
30,000 30,000 
20,000 20,000 

800,000 600,000 
10,030,000 10,030,000 

50,000 50,000 
5,000 5,000 

50,000 50,000 
40,000 40,000 
50,000 50,000 

5,000 . 5,000 
5,000 5,000 

4,500,000 4,500,000 
1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
3,000,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 

2,200,000 2,200,000 
200,000 200,000 

50,000 50,000 
5,000 5,000 

50,000 50,000 
5,000 5,000 
5,000 5,000 

50,000 50,000 
50,000 50,000 50,000 

400,000 400,000 
6,040,000 

100,050,000 
50,040,000 

1,000,000 1,000 000 1 000 000 
21,160,000 43,128,000 200,258,000 
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Mlnnoaola Zoologlcal Garden 
Aaaumptlona - Capital Requirements' Effect on Operating Expensea 

Major projects: 

Wells Fargo family farm 
Minnesota lraU 
Orangutan 
Greenhou5e 
Hospital 
Africa 
Polar 
T ot11 lncreaae In operating expenses 

Scenario 1 expenses 
Present value of Scenario 1 expenses 

Present value of Scenario 2 expenses 

li21ui 
Note 1: 

ProJec:t 

Wells Fargo family fann. 
Minnesota trail 
Orangutan 
Greenhouse 
Hospital 
Africa 
Polar 

Alla% 
of total 

Investment 
(Note2) 
12.0% 
1.5% 
4.0o/o 
2.0% 
2.0% 
1.0% 
1.0% 

FYOO FY01 FV02 

$ $ $ 
516,000 531,480 5-47,424 

88,000 

5161000 5311480 6351424 

516,000 531,480 635.424 
486,792 473,015 533,515 

486,792 473,015 533.515 

Allocatlon 
Salaries & Supplies Utllltles 
benema 

70% 10% 5% 

FY03 

$ 
563,847 

90,640 
8,000 

6621487 

662,487 
524,752 

524,752 

Other 

15% 

FV04 

$ 
580,763 

93,359 
8,240 

120,800 

8031162 

682,362 
509,900 

600,169 

Note 2: Assume that these percentages are In effect for the lirst 5 years from the opening of the exhibits 
since these figuras assume minor maintenance. 
Thereafter, assume an additional Ina-ease for maintenance of 2% 

Note 3: Assume an annual Increase due to lnftalion of 

Zoo-scenarios112299.lds 
11/23/1999 

3% for au expenses 

Jllltl 

FY0S FY06 FY07 · FY 08 FY09 FY 10 FY ~1 FY12 FY 13 FY 14 FY 15 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Adequate Great s s $ $ $ $ s $ $ $ $ s $ 

609,801 640,291 672,305 705,921 741,217 778,277 817,191 858,051 900,953 946,001 993,301 Yes Yes 
150,450 154,964 159,612 164,401 169,333 177,799 186,689 196,024 205,825 216,116 226,922 Yes Yes 
96,160 99,045 103,997 109,197 114,657 120,390 126,409 132,729 139,366 146,334 153,651 Yes Yes 

8.4~7 8,742 9,004 9,454 9,927 10,423 10,945 11,492 12,066 12,670 13,303 Yes Yes 
124,424 128,157 132,001 135,961 142,760 149,898 157,392 165,262 173,525 182,201 191,311 Yes 

1,000,500 1,030,515 1,061,430 1,093,273 1,126,072 1,182,375 1,241,494 Yes 
soo14oo 515,412 530,874 546,801 563,205 591,365 Yes 

989.322 1.0311198 110761920 111241934 211781393 2,767,702 218751469 21987,706 31104,608 31248,902 314111347 

864,898 903,041 944,919 988,972 1,035,133 1,086,890 1,141,234 .1,198,296 1,258,211 1,321,121 1,387.177 
609,719 600,574 592,854 585,371 578,013 572,560 567,158 561,808 556,508 551,258 546,057 

697,433 685,805 675,673 665,847 1,216,403 1,457,991 1,429,020 1,400,753 1,373,171 1,355,653 1,342,864 
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Mlnneaola Zoological Garden 
Scenario 1 & 2 
AttGindanee Anumpllona 

~C!IWULI; 
FYH FYOO F'i'01 F'i'02 F'i'03 FY04 F'i'05 FYDi FY07 

AUondiAU 1,17J,2,40 fi6,760 37.200 38,318 39,485 40.649 41,8611 43,125 44,419 
Attendance annual incteaao 8% 3 oo•;<. 3 00"4 3 CO% :i oo~-. J oo~. J oo·:. l 00% 

W.U1 flllgo ~ 1111111 Opena 
C111ouaef 0Jltftl 
MIMGactanl 
Educallon bldg/Zoolab ollplNion Open1 

E· ... , .: :~ ·~ v:.·:~;;h.t1•~~~~~~ftffi}~ ~- OJM1111, · .. '.' 
Opana, ·: .. OIMIM ! ... ~ ' ..,, ' 

Admlijalon In: 

Adult& 
Vou!h 
Seniof citizen 
Grouplldulia 
Group)IOUlh 
Momber11 
frM 

.. ,. 
21% 

8% 
2% 

13% 
6% 

24% 
_.rui, 
--1!.!!. 

St0.00 
$5.00 
$7.00 
$8.00 
$-4.00 
$0.00 
S0.00 

$10.00 
$5,00 
S7.00 
$8.00 
$-4.00 
SO.DO 
$0.00 

Auume 1111 lnueoao of 6% every 2 yeara In !he admlnlon ru 

li~tfli(lgl; 

Attendance 
Altendanco annual lncro111e 

FYIII 

1,173,240 

FYOO 

66,780 

6% 

Wella FBrgo fllmllV larm Open• 

FY01 

37,200 
3.00% 

Carouael 0111na 
Mlonesola lrllll 

$1060 
$5.30 

S7.•2 
$8.48 
k.2-4 
SO.DO 
$0,00 

fY02 

38,316 
J,00•,1, 

Sl0.60 
S5.30 
$7.42 
$8.48 
$-4.24 
SO.DO 
SO.DO 

fY03 

39,485 
3.00% 

Educiillon bldglloolab expanalan Open• 
OrllllQUtan Openu 
lotikeet Opanu 
Gr~ ·, • •7' , · . Oponu 

E~;-1~j1cii~~~~t~t3i~1lii~;~:if'::~£-:£·. ;S_;;:;~-~~:~~-~{;~~:::;: ' . 
Admbialon f11e: 

Adulla 
Youth 
Senior citizen 
Group adull1 
Groupyoulh 
Mombera 
froo 

Auwna an UlQ'lllle of 
In FY OQ esaume a 

Noto 1: 

Mix 
21% 

8% 
2% 

U% 
6% 

2-4% 
26% 

..........!2!!. 

St0.00 
$5.00 
17.00 
$8.00 
S-4.00 
SO.DO 
$0.00 

St0.00 
$5.00 
$7.00 
18.00 
$-4.00 
$0.00 
S0.00 

6% IIVIIY 2 yean In lhe adml11lon lee 
20% lna'U1141 

$10.60 
SUD 
$7.42 
$8.48 
$4-24 
so.oo 
so.oo 

According lo Ille MET Council Ille lollowfog II lhe projaded growth In tho Twin Ciliea Mello area: 
2000 2,608,1188 
2010 2.900.000 
2020 3, 100,000 

MnUal tompOlllldod growth la lhar• IOII HIIUllled al: 
2000!02010 I.BO% 
20t01o2020 0.70% 

So bv FYt5 Iha Mallo populallon II aasumed la be 3,002,1131 

Oakoll County population lncrea-.1 by 301' belWflen 2000 and 2020. 

Zoo-lQ!narioa 1122911.lcl• 
11/2l/1999 

$10.110 
$5.30 
$7.42 
$11.48 
$-4.24 
$0.00 
$0.00 

Open• 

S11.24 
S5.82 
S7.87 
S8.99 
$-4.49 
$0.00 
sooo 

f'i' 04 

•0,649 
3.00% 

Open• 

$11.24 
$5.62 
17.87 
$8.911 
sue 
S0.00 
$000 

$11.24 
$5.62 
$7.87 
$8.99 
$-4.49 
S0.00 
so.oo 

FY05 

•1.869 
JOO% 

Opena 

S1t.24 
$5.62 
$7.87 
$8.119 
$4.49 
$0.00 
$0.00 

$1191 
$5.llo 
$8.34 
$9.53 
SU& 
sooo 
SO.OD 

FYO& 

43,125 
3.00% 

$11.91 
S5.llo 
S8.34 
$953 
$4.76 
$0,00 
$0.00 

FY07 

44.4111 
3.00•,I, 

"r. - -.:;:. ::.:.Z: .. .: :_ .. _., ~ ........ 

$11.111 $11.81 
$5.96 S5.96 
$8.34 $8.3• 
$9.53 $9.53 
S-4.78 $4.78 
$0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 SO.OD 

FY 08 FY 09 FY 10 FY 11 l FY 12 FY 1l FY 14 FY 16 Attendance H 1 % 
ol 11111tro population 

CNot•11 
45,751 47,12• •8,538 49.99-4 51,4113 53,0311 54.629 56,268 6-4% 
J 00% ~ DO% 3 oo-:.. J 00"/4 J oo•.. l 00% J oo•,. 3 uo•:', 

St2.82 
$6.31 
$884 

s10 to 
$505 
so.oo 
so.oo 

FY08 

45.751 
3.00% 

$12.62 
$6.31 
SU4 

$10.10 
$5.05 
$0.00 
so.oo 

S12.62 
$6.31 
$8.84 

$1010 
$5.05 
SD.00 
$000 

FY 09 

109,958 
I Ill)~., 

Open• 

$15.15 
SJ.57 

$10.60 
$12.12 

$8.06 
$0.00 
S0.00 

$13.38 
$669 
$9.37 

$10.71 
$5.35 
$000 
$0.00 

FY tO 

134.•60 
li(JU% 

$13.38 
$668 
$9.37 

$10.71 
$5.35 
$0.00 
$0.00 

FY11 

54,458 
300% 

': 

$14.19 
$7.09 
S9.93 

$11.35 
$5.67 
$0.00 
$0.00 

FY 12 

56,090 
300% 

Opofta;=-:.:::~f :j,~-~f.,i. ,:l,~···~--~---•: 

St5.t6 $1808 $16.06 
$7.57 $8.03 $803 

$10.60 $11.24 $11.24 
$12.12 $12.85 $12.85 
$8.08 $8.42 $6.42 
so.oo $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 SO.DO SO.DO 

$14.19 
$7.09 
$9.93 

Slt.35 
$5.67 
$0.00 
$0.00 · 

FYU 

57,773 
300% 

• .. =·-t __ .. ,·,. ... · ..•. 

S151M 
$7.52 

S10.53 
$12.03 
$8.01 
$0.00 
SOOD 

FY1• 
59,506 
300% 

$15.04 
$7.52 

$10.53 
$12.03 
$6.0t 
$000 
$0.00 

FY16 

61.291 
300% 

·. ,•,: -:3~!1.~f·~-·--·'. 

$17.02 $17.02 $18.04 
$8.51 $8.St $8.02 

$11.92 $11.92 $12.63 
Sl3.62 $13.62 $14.43 

$8.81 $6.61 $7.22 
$0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
$0.00 $0.00 $000 

70% 

alllll -ixC 



Ainnesota Zoological Garden 
Scenario 1 & 2 
Other Assumptions 

Other earned revenue: 
Highly related to attendance, therefore, will follow the percent increase in attendance 
In FY 99 earned income was $8,731,726 

Private contributions: 
The goal is to increase private contributions (from individuals, corporations and foundations) by FY 05 
Contributed income in FY 99 was $1,492,557 

Scenario 1: 
Scenario 2: 

Amount ·of increase 
by FY05* 

$750,000 
$1,500,000 

Development Clerical 
Personnel** Personnel -

1 
3 

0 
1 

* Assume equally allocated each year beginning in FY 01 

Appendix D 

Assume an increase of 7% for all other years 
Contributions have increased on average 30% per year from 1993-1999 and by 174% in total during this period 

** Assume an annual salary of 
and an annual salary of · 

and a hire date of 01-Jan-01 

$60,000 
$30,000 

·Assume benefits are 30% per year 
Assume annual increase of 3% per year 

Other Expen_ses: 
Assume strategic planning cost $125,000 
One time charge in FY 00 for all scenarios 

Zoo-scenarios 112299 .xis 
11/23/1999 

per development employee 
per clerical employee 

62 
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.\llinnesota Zoological Garden 
Scenario 3 & 4 
Change of Governance Assumptions - Revenues and Expenses 
PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION 

Revenues: 
1 Contributed income: 

The goal is to increase private contributions (from individuals, corporations and foundations) by FY 05 
Contributed income in FY 99 was $1,492,557 

Scenario 3: 
Scenario 4: 

Amount of increase 
by FY05 * 

$1,500,000 
$2,500,000 

* Assume equally allocated each year beginning in FY 01 

Development Clerical 
Personnel ** Personnel -

1 
3 

0 
1 

Assume an increase of 7% for all other years 

Appendix E 

Contributions have increased on average 30% per year from 1993-1999 and by 174% in total during this period 

2 

** Assume an annual salary of 
and an annual salary of 

and a hire date of 01-Jan-01 
Assume benefits are 
Assume annual increase of 

Assume no other changes to revenues 

Operating Expenses: 
1 Salaries: 

Directors' salary (increase by:) 
Assume benefits are 
Assume annual increase of 

Other employees: 

575,000 per development employee 
$35,000 per clerical employee 

30% peryear 
3% per year 

$50,00_0 
30% peryear 
3% per year 

Fundraising/development (see contributed income above) 
Administrative (see benchmarking attachment) 

2 

3 

Purchased expenses: 
Insurance costs (increase by:) 
Legal services (increase by:) 
Labor relations/contract negotiations 

$170,000 
$28,000 

$100,000 

Assume annual increase of 3% 

Assume no other change in operating expenses 

Zoo-scenarios 112299.xls. 
11/23/1999 

per year 
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Minnesota Zoological Garden 
S_cenario 3 & 4 
Change of Governance Assumptions - Benchmarking of Administrative Personnel 
PRIVATE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION 

Salary 
Market 

Total 
Incentive Compensa 

Market lion Market 
Position Survey Source Position Match Position Modifier Reference Reference Reference 

A~~Qij~~~•~,~,r~i:: ::::: : ::: : : : : : ::: : :: : : : ::: : : : : : ::: : :: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :: : : : : : :: : : : :: : : : : : : :: : : :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : µr,~:3~::::::::: l~.i:a:4:::::: ::$~~i~i• 
Employers' Association Accountant general-Senior Minneapolis/St.Paul metro, all companies • 41,964 

ECS Wyatt 

Abbott Langer 

Minneapolis/St.Paul metro. companies with 101 to 500 employees 41,722 
Accountant Minneapolis/St.Paul metro, all companies 33,934 

Accountant-Senior 
Budget analyst-Senior 

Internal auditor-Senior 

Controller 

Minneapolis/St.Paul metro, companies with 101 to 500 employees 34,963 

National, all for profit organizations 

National, all for profit organizations 

National, all for profit organizations 

National, Non profit museums/art institutes/historical societies 
National, non profit organizations with 100 to 249 employees 

North Central States, non profit organizations 

Minessota, non profit organizations 
Minneapolis/St.Paul & vicinity, non profit organizations 

52,540 
57,155 

55,380 

46,577 
56,935 

49,683 

50,989 
53,340 

3,550 
4,615 

3,787 

54,078 
58,812 

56,800 

46,891 
57,163 
50,097 

50,991 
53,343 

Ji)'itirpj•~~o:~v~~~~~,f::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ir~:1:1~:::::::::n ... :s:1i:::::::$~~:~~ 
Employers' Association Information systems manager Minnesota, all companies 63,400 

Minnesota, companies with 101 to 500 employees 62,832 
Central Minnesota, all companies 73,168 

ECS Wyatt Information systems manager National, for profit, companies with <500 employees 
Minessota, for profit, all companies 
Minneapolis/St.Paul metro, for profit, all companies 
National, non for profit organizations 

William Mercer IT Survey Information systems administra National, all companies 
National, service-non profit 

IS operations manager (w/out ~ National, all companies 
National, service-non profit 

Computer operations manager National, all companies 
National, service-non profit 

Zoo-scenarios 112299.xls 
11/23/1999 

76,375 
71,400 
71,300 
66,400 

94,850 
83,107 
83,220 
89,543 
66,847 
61,088 

9,317 84,500 

9,100 75,200 
10,200 75,300 
2,100 66,600 

103,658 
63,333 
88,978 

111,900 
69,557 
65,266 

P ,x F 
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Mlnneaolll Zoological Oardan 
lcunarlo) & 4 
Chung• of Govamanc:e Auumpllona • Banchmarldna of Payroll, Accounllng, Audit Function• 
PRIVATI: NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION 

Goel: What lo the Ml effect of providing theH functlona lnluma!11 H oppoHd lo paying Iha SIiia 
an annual amount to provide theaa HNlc11. In FY 2000 lhlt amount la uUmatad at 1242,D00. 

Internal Total 
Ba" Bonua Come. 

A«GUnling/linlnca $47,ll34 $3,944 $53,524 
lnlcum1lioll S~tem1 M.n1ger $74,111 $7,11711 $82,4-411 
Audi! 
Pav,1111 
Coal of eldallng peraonnel $361,515 
Soflwareihatdw.,o & implamenlallon cool SllOO,UOO 
Software maintenance $30,000 

Total annual coal under • nonpront private 11tuclure 

Curren! coat under cun•nl governance: 
Stal• IHI fol pavroU. 1ollware/herclw111a uaage, ac.counlinA lunction1 
Curtant intefnal ataff 
Allnualaudil 

Tollll annual coal undtr cumnl •1tuc.wr• 

ExcH• annual co1Ulaavln11al under• nonpront private atructure: 
ForFY2000 
Thereafter 

Allocala ucu1 cnla/(11vln111l •• foUowa: 
SalariOI I btn• fila 
Purc:heHd auvicea 
Other opa,allng e11p1nHa 

ffj>I• (I) A1aum1 IMUAI lnctHII In ulalln and 11111a , ... ol 5•,;. 
Nott (ll) A11ume aollwar9Allrdware II clepredaled ovor l yeara 
Nola (3) Total c:ompenullon lndudlng btnalila 
Nola (4) Auume 1h11 In FY Oii aollwar1 111d haldw11a WII bl upgraded again 

Zoo-acen11lo1I 12299.111& 
11/23111199 

External 

S13000 
$8.700 

. , .. 
•I .. .. ·• - ··• - - ·• • • • If!! 

.diaG 

TolQI 
FY2DOO FY 2001 FY zooa FY 200J FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2001 FY 2007 FY 2008 FY 2001 FY 2010 fY2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY2014 FY 2015 

$611,512 $73,061 $76,714 $60,550 $64,577 Sat,106 $93,246 $97,908 $102,804 $107,IM4 $113,341 $119,008 $124,959 $131,207 $137,787 $144 ,65~ (Noto 1,3) 
$107,114 $112,5-43 $118,170 $124,079 $130,283 $136,797 $143,637 Sl50,811 $158,359, $166,277 $17•,591 5183,321 $192,487 $202,111 $212,217 $222,828 (Nole 1,3) 

Sta.ODO $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 $13,000 
$8,700 $8,700 $8,700 $8,700 $8.700 H,700 $8,700 $8,700 $8.700 $8,700 $8,700 $8,700 $8,700 $8,700 $8,700 . $8,700 

$301,5111 $379,5111 $398,570 $418,499 $439,424 $481,395 $48•,485 $508,688 $534.122 $580,828 $588,870 $818,313 $6411,229 $881,690 $715,775 $751.58-4 (Nola I) 
$200,000 $200,000 $200,000 so so so so $0 so $200,000 $200,000 $200,000 so $0 so SO (Not•?l 

130000 !30000 !30000 $30000 130000 $30000 130000 $30,000 !30,000 !30 000 $30 000 !30 000 130,000 !30000 !30 000 130000 
p ..... 1 f!111H5 18•51154 11741827 !7051913 !7381198 $7731047 1eos111s 1u11tH 11 1oaai7so 11 11211so2 11 11121,,2 11io111375 111011i7oa 1111111,51 11,1?!i7"7 

$2-42.000 $254,100 $268.805 $280,145 $294,153 $308,860 $324,303 $3-40,518 $357,544 $375,•21 $394,192 $-113,902 $43-4,597 $-456,327 $-479,143 $503,101 (Nole 11 
$301,1115 $378,591 $388,570 $4111,498 $439,424 $-481,395 $48•, •65 $508,688 $534,122 $560,828 $568,870 $618,313 $64S,229 $881,690 $715,775 $751,lia,I (Nol• 1) 
!13,000 $13000 !13 000 S13000 $13000 !13000 $13 000 $13,000 $13,000 $13 000 Sil 000 S13000 !13000 . 113 000 $13 000 $13 000 

!!111115 16461191 !678,375 !71111144 p.c,1576 $7831255 Sl2!J61 $162,201 $90411&7 !'"'1250 !B961ou 11 o•5121s s1 1os&112, s1 11s1 011 11 1201 1tt1 11 1211166• 

1,-;s;,a, 
,. ·: · $170 204 111•111• 111111171 ($•015931 1™15511 ,~•1201 1su10111 15571H11 !137 500 $132,440 $1271127 1sn1,s21 '""13091 1!904601 l'!!i!l!l 

. $178,788 $185.804 $194,184 $204,628 $214,860 $225,803 $236,883 $2•8,727 $281,183 $274.221 $287,932 $302,329 $317,446 $333,318 Sl49,984 $367,483 
($233,300) ($245,4001 ($268,105) ($271,445) ($285,•53) ($300,180) ($315,603) ($331,818) 1$348,84•) ($3611.721) (S385,•S2) ($-406,202) ($-426,897) ($447,627) ($470,'Ul) ($-41M,4011 
~30 000 . $230 000 !230 000 130 000 130 000 130 000 $30 000 S30 000 !30 000 1230 000 1230 000 $230 000 !30 000 130 000 !30 000 S30 000 

' 1173.418 11101204 1m111• 1ua11111 jS-4015931 114415511 jS•l 172DI 1!53,0911 1!5711111 un1soo s1u 440 11211121 11711•521 1£8413ot1 l!'o •SOI 1!9111111 
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Minnesota Zoological Garden 
Evaluation of Scenario 1 

Memo: This scenario assumes that the zoo will remain ·under the current governance structure and it will improve to an adequate level 
by selectively investing in capital projects 

lncremenlal Cash laflows; 

Admission fees 

Earned revenue 

Private: con1ribu1ions 

Total lnc:remenlal cash laflows 

lnc:nmealal Caab Out0owa: 

Opcnllin11 expenses due lo capilal c:xpcndi1ures: 
Salaries and benefits 

Supplin 

U1ililic:s 

01hcr 

Development personnel 

Planning 

Total lncrcmeulal casb outflow1 

Net lacrcmeatal cull Row 

Present value of net incremental cash flow 

Salvage value . 

Ncl praeat value 

Assume a discount rate of 

Zoo-scenarios112299.xls 
11/23/1999 

(,'1,·i, 

FYOO 
$ 

262,984 

496,BSS 

104,479 

864,318 

361,200 

Sl,600 

2S,8ll0 

77,400 

125,000 

641,000 

123,318 

(2,238,740) 

(2,959,271) 

_ (5,198,01 I) 

FYOI FYOl 
s s 

146,S40 IS9,992 

276,8S7 285,163 

150,000 IS0,000 

573,397 595,t56 

372,036 · 444,797 

53,148 63,542 

26,S74 31,771 

79,722 95,314 

78,000 80,)40 

609,480 715,764 

(36,083) (110,609) 

FYOJ FY0-4 FYOS FY06 FV07 
s s s s $ 

164,792 179,920 IBS,318 202,330 208,400 

293,718 302,SJO 311,60S 320,954 330,S82 

150,000 IS0,000 IS0,000 164,293 175,793 

608,510 632,4S0 646,913 687,576 714,775 

46),741 477.653 605,428 632,129 661,443 

66,249 68,236 86,490 90,304 94,492 

33,124 34,118 43,24S 4S,152 47,246 

99,37] · 102,3S4 129,73S 13S,456 141,738 

82,750 8S,233 87,790 90,423 93,136 

745,237 767,594 952,688 993,464 1,038,055 

(ll6,7l7) (135,145) (]05,764) (JDS,888) (Jll,280) 

P xH 

FV08 FY09 FY JO FV II FY 12 FY 13 FYU FY JS 

s s s s s s s s 

227,$31 234,357 255,871 263,547 287,741 296,37) 323,580 )JJ.287 

340,500 JS0,715 361,236 372,073 383,235 394,732 406,S74 418,772 

188,099 201,265 21 S,354 230,429 246,559 263,818 282,285 302,045 

756,129 786,337 832,461 866,049 917,535 954,9ll 1,012,439 1,054,104 

692,281 724,S9l 760,823 798,864 838,807 880,747 924,785 971,024 

98,897 103,SIJ 108,689 114,123 119,830 125,821 132,112 138,718 

49,449 Sl,7S7 54,344 S7,062 S9,91S 62,911 66,0S6 69,359 

148,346 ISS,270 163,033 171,185 179,744 188,732 198,168 208,077 

95,930 98,808 101,772 104,82S 107,970 111,209 114,546 117,982 

1,084,903 1,133,941 1,188,662 1,2-46,060 1,306,266 1,369,420 1,435,667 1,50_5,159 

(32~.773) (347,60-i} (356,201) g_11_11~_11rn (~as,mL_ (41~,497) _ (423,227) • (4st,oss> 
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Minnesota Zoological Garden 
Evaluation of Scenario 2 

Memo: This scenario assumes that the zoo wlll remain under the current governance structure and it will improve to an optimal level 
by aggressively investing In caP,ltal projects 

lncrcmcntill Cash lnRow1: 

Admission fees 

Earned revenue 

Priv111e conlributions 

Tolal lncremcnlal casb lnRowa 

lncrcmen111l C1ub Ou1Row1: 

Operating cxpen5Cs due: to capital expenditures: 

Salaries and benefits 

Supplies 

Utilities 

Ocher 

D.:vc:lopmc:nt personnel 

Phinning 

Total 1111:rcmcnlal cash outRow1 

Net lncrcmcnl11I caab Row 

Present value of net incremental cash flow 

Salvage value 
Net prac11t value 

Assume a discount rate of 

Zoo-scenarios112299.xls 
11/23/1999 

6% 

FYOO FYOI 

s s 

262,984 146,540 

496,BSS 276,857 

104,479 300,000 

864,.318 713,397 

361,200 372,036 

Sl,600 Sl,148 

25,800 26,574 

77.400 79,n2 

273,000 

125,000 

641,000 80,UB0 

121,318 (81,0Bl) 

(8,109,850) 

(16,624,484} 
(14,734,334) 

FVOl FYOl FYO., 

s s s 

159,992 164,792 179,920 

28S,16l 293,718 302,SJO 

300,000 300,000 )00,000 

745,156 758,510 782,450 

444,797 463,741 562,213 

6J,S42 66,249 110,316 

31,771 J},124 40,158 

95,114 99,}7l 120.474 

281.190 289,626 298,314 

916,614 952,113 1,101,476 

(171,459) (193,603) (Jl9,0l6) 

FVOS FY06 FY07 FV08 FY09 FY JO FY II 

s $ s $ s s $ 

IBS,318 202,330 208,400 227,Sll 656,199 802,438. 344,487 

Jll,605 320,954 3JO,S82 340,SOO 818,))4 1,000,706 405,286 

300,000 216,793 231,968 248,206 265,SSO 284,171 304,063 

796,92l 7-'0,076 770,950 11111,2}6 1,740,114 2,087,.llS 1,0SJ,BJS 

692,SlS 721,838 753,844 787,454 1,524,875 1,937,392 2,012,828 

98,932 101,120 107,692 112,491 217,839 276,770 287,S47 

49,466 Sl,560 Sl,846 56,2-17 108.920 138,)85 143,773 

148,)98 154,680 161,538 168,740 326,759 41S,ISS 431,320 

307,264 )16,482 J2S,976 llS,756 345,828 356,20] 366,889 

1,296,.~86 1,l-'7,679 1,402,896 1,460,689 2,524,221 3,123,905 J,242,.358 

(499,663) (607,601) (631,946) (U4,4~l) {78-l,I07) (l,036!591L_ (l,188,Sll) 

.. :.11111 - - - I jjx I 

FY 11 FY IJ FY 14 FVIS 

s s $ s 

354.821 387,394 399,016 435,645 

417,444 429,968 442,867 456,153 

325,347 348,121 372,490 398,564 

1,097,613 1,165,483 1,114,371 l,1'}0,3111 

2,091,394 2,173,226 2,274,232 2,387,943 

298,771 310,461 324,890 341,13S 

149,38S ISS,230 162,44S 170,567 

448,IS6 46S,691 487,]JS SI 1,702 

377,896 · 389,2}) 400,910 412,937 

3,365,601 l,49l,8"1 l,649,812 l,82-t,28-' 

(2,267,989) (2,l28JS8) (l,43~,441!} , (l,Sll,911) 



Minnesota Zoological Garden 
Evaluation of Scenario 3 

Memo: This scenario assumes that. the zoo will change governance structure to become a nonprofit private organization and that it will improve to an optimal levei 
by aggressively Investing In capital projects 

lncrcmcolal C111la lnllow1: 

Admiuion recs 

Eamcd revenue 

Private contributions 

Purchased scrvice1 

Tolal lnercmcnlal cull lnOowa 

Incremental Clllli 01110ow1: 

Opcnilini: eJ(pcnscs due 10 capital eJ(pcnditurcs: 

S1laries ind benefits 

Supplies 

Utilities 

Other 

Dcvclopmcnl personnel 

Planning 

Director's ula,y 

Purchased expenses: 

Insurance costs 

Legal scrviccs 

labor n:lations/conlrac:1 negotiations 

Salaries & benefils 

Other operating expenses 

To111I IPcrcmcPlal cub 01110ow1 

NCI lncrcmcolal caab flow 

Present value or net incremenlll cash flow 

Solvage value 

Nd pR11cPI value 

Assume a discount rate of 

Zoo-scenarios112299.xls 
11/23/1999 

6% 

FVOO FY0I 
s s 

262,984 146,S40 

496,SSS 276,857 

104,479 )00,000 

233,300 24S,400 

1,097,618 %8,797 

161,200 372,0)6 

Sl,600 SJ,148 
25,800 26,S74 

77,400 79,722 

97,SOO 

125,000 

65,000 66,950 

170,000 175,100 

28,000 21,840 
100,000 10),000 

176,766 IIS,604 

230,000 2)0,000 

1,410,766 1,418,474 

(lll,147) (449,676) 

(6,273,610) 

(S,S94,0B2) 

-- (11,867,692) 

FV0l FV0J FV04 

s $ $ 

159,992 164,792 179,920 

285,163 29),718 102,Sl0 

300,000 300,000 300,000 

258,10S rn,44S 285,453 

l.lllll,261 1,019,956 1,067,901 

444,797 46),741 477,651 

63,542 66,249 61,236 
ll,771 Jl,124 34,118 
95,314 99,373 102,354 

100,425 103,418 106,541 

68,959 71,027 73,158 

180.JSl 185,764 191,3)6 

29,705 30,596 31,514 
106,090 109,27) 112,SSI 

194,884 204,628 214.160 

230,000 30.000 )0,000 

1,.545,840 l,l'l7,21l 1,442,lll 

(542,580) (367,257) (174,420) 

FY0S FV06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FYI0 FY II 
s $ s s s $ s 

IBS,l 18 202,330 208,400 227,Sl I 234,357 2SS,871 263,S47 
311,605 320,954 330,582 340,500 lS0,71S 361,216 172,073 
)00,000 216,79) 211,968 248,206 265,580 284,171 304,063 

300,160 315,603 JJl,818 348,844 366,721 385,492 405,202 
1,097,083 1,055,679 1,102,768 1,165,081 1,217,)73 1,286,770 1,344,885 

60S,428 632,129 661,441 692,:!MI 724,593 760,823 798,864 

86,490 90,]04 94,492 98,897 103,Sll l08,689 114,123 
41,24S 45,152 47,246 49,449 51,757 54,144 57,062 

129,735 115,456 141,7]8 148,346 155,270 163,0ll 171,185 
l09,737 I ll.029 116,420 119,91) 123,SIO 127,215 131,032 

75,JSJ 77,613 79,942 82,)40 84,810 87,JSS 89,975 

197,077 202,989 209,079 215,JSI 221,811 228,466 235,)20 

32,460 l3,4JJ 34,436 JS,470 )6,5]4 37,6)0 38,759 
1 IS,927 119,40S 122,987 126,671 130,477 ll4,l92 llB,423 

225,60] 236,883 248,727 261,16) 274,221 287,9)2 302,129 

30,000 )0,000 )0,000 )0,000 230,000 230,000 230,000 

1,651,054 1,716,394 1,786,5111 1,859,886 2,IJ6,497 2,219,879 2,l07,072 

(SSl,971) (660,715) (683,742) (69U05) (919,114) (913,109) (961,187) 

FY 12 FY 13 FY 14 FY IS 
$ s s s 

287,741 296,37) l2l,S80 lll,287 
lll,2lS ]94,732 406,574 418,772 
J2S,347 348,121 372,490 398,564 

425,897 447,627 470,441 494,401 
1,422,220 1,486,854 1,573,088 1,645,024 

838,807 880,747 924,785 971,024 
119,830 125,821 132,112 138,718 
59,915 62,911 66,056 69,3S9 

179,744 188,7]2 198,168 208,077 
IJ4,96J 119,012 143,1112 147,477 

92,674 9S,4SS 98,318 IOl,268 

242,379 249,651 257,140 264,854 

)9,921 41,119 42,JSl 4),62~ 
142,576 146,151 1S1,2S9 ISS,797 

117,446 lll,318 349,984 367,481 
)0,!)00 10,000 30,000 30,000 

2,198,255 2,291,618 2,393,357 2,497,680 

(776,0JS) (806,764) (810,269) (IISl,656) 
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Minnesota Zoological Garden 
Evaluation of Scenario 4 

Memo: This scenario assumes that lt\e zoo will that the zoo will change governance structure to become a nonprofit private organization and that It will improve to an optimal level 

i 

· by aggressively Investing In capJtal projects 

lncremcnlal Cash lnRowa: 

Admission fees 

F.amc:d revenue 

Private contributions 

Purchased scrvitci 

To111l incrcmcnl11l cash iallowa 

lncrcmc11tal Cash Outflows: 

Operating expenses due 10 capital expenditures: 

Salaries and bcnclils 

Supplies 

U1ili1ics 

Other 

Development personnel 

Planning 

Dircclor'.s salary 

Purchased e11penscs: 

lnsul'llnce c:oSls 

l.e111I services 
Labor rcla1lons/conlrad nc1101iation1 

Salaries & benefits 

01hcr operalins expense, 
Toh1I lacrcmenlal ca1b ou1Row1 

Nel lncn:mcalal cub flow 

Pn:scnl value of nc1 incremcnlil cash now 

Salvage value 

Net pmcat value 

Assume a discount rate of 

Zoo-scenarios 112299 .xis 
11/23/1999 

6% 

FVOO FYOI 

s s 

262,984 146,540 

496,BSS 276,BS7 

104,479 S00,000 
2]),)00 245,400 

1,097,618 1,168,797 

)61,200 372,036 

St,600 Sl,148 

25,800 26,574 

77.400 79,722 

338,000 

125,000 

65,000 66,950 

170,000 175,100 

28,000 28,840 
100,000 IOJ,000 

176,766 IBS,604 

230.000 230,000 

J,410,766 1,6511,~74 

(JIJ,147! (490,176) 

(12,32S,2lS) 

(19,499,746) 

(l t .124,981 l 

FY02 FYOl FYO-a FYOS 

s s s s 

159,992 164.792 179,920 IBS,31B 
285,16) 293,718 302,SJO 311,605 

S00,000 S00,000 S00,000 S00,000 

258,IOS 271,445 28S,4S3 300,160 

1,203,261 1,229,956 1,267,902 1,297,083 

444,797 463,741 S62,21l 692,S::!S 

63,542 66,249 80,316 98,932 

31,771 3),124 40,ISB 49,466 

95,314 99,373 120,474 148.)98 

348,140 lSB,584 369,342 380,422 

68,959 71,027 73,158 7S,JSJ 

180,JSJ 185,764 191,])6 197,077 

29,705 JO,SIJ6 31.514 32,460 

106,090 109,27) 112,SSI I IS,927 

194,884 21M,628 214,860 225,603 

230,000 30,000 30.000 30,000 

1,793,555 1,6~2,359 1,H25,92J 2,046,163 

(590,295) (422,40•0 (SSll,021) 1749,080) 

l 
FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY JO FY 11 FY 12 FY 13 

s $ s s s s s s 

202,JJO 208,400 227.SJI 656,199 B02,43B . 344,487 354,821 387,394 
l20,9S4 ))0,582 340,500 818,334 1,000,706 405,286 • 17.444 429,968 

286,791 306,868 328,349 351,333 375,926 402,241 430,)98 460,526 

315,603 331,818 348,844 366,721 385,492 405,202 425,897 447,627 

l,ll!i,679 1,177,668 l,2-t5,224 2,191,588 2,564,563 1,557,216 1,628,561 l,72S,51S 

721,838 753,844 787,454 l,S24,&7S 1,937,392 2,012,828 2,091,394 2,173,226 

10),120 107,692 112,493 217,839 276,770 287,547 298,771 310,4_61 

Sl.560 53,846 56,247 108,920 138,385 143,77) 149,)BS 155,230 

15-1,680 161,538 168,740 326,759 415,ISS 431.)20 448,156 465,691 

391,835 403,S90 415,697 428,16& 441,01) 454,244 467,871 481,907 

77,613 79,942 82,340 84,810 87,355 89,975 92,674 9S,4SS 

202,989 209,079 215,)51 221.811 228,466 235,320 242,379 249,651 

3),433 34,436 H,470 36,534 37,630 38,759 39,921 41,119 
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236,883 248,727 261.163 274,221 287,932 302,329 317,446 m.11s 

30,000 30,000 30,000 230,000 230,000 230,000 30,000 30,000 

2,123,.356 2,l0S,681 2,191,6Jl 3,584,415 4,214,498 4,)6 .. ,519 4,320,573 4,4112,911 

(997,677) (1,028,0IJ) (1,046,408) {1,391,827) {1,649,?27) (2,H07,303) (2,692,012) (1,757.396) 

- -· -,ixK 

FYU FYl5 

s s 

399,016 435,645 

442,867 4S6,1Sl 
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470,443 494,401 

l,BOS,089 l,9ll,45S 
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324,890 341,IJS 

162,445 170,567 
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98,318 101,268 
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42,m 0,623 
151.259 155,797 

349,984 367,483 

30,000 30,000 

4,674,120 4,885,628 

(2,869,232) ,2.m.m1 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Introduction 

While the Minnesota Zoo has had a troubled relationship with the Minnesota State 
Legislature since the Zoo's founding, there is a great deal to be proud of in the Zoo's past 
perf onnance. And while legislators have reason to be frustrated with what they perceive 
to be poor management, they have nevertheless provided generous operating support 
compared to what many other zoos receive nationwide. 

The recommendations that follow are based on the belief that the relationship between 
the State and the Zoo must and can be repaired, but that a change in governance strocture 
would not be the appropriate tool to effect such a repair. Focusing on governance would 
not solve the underlying problems of leadership, accountability and capital. 

The ten recommendations listed below are all tied in some way to addressing the three 
major issues of strengthening leadership, improving accountability and recapitalizing a 
major state asse~ 

1 .. Retain the current governance structure. 

Minnesota Zoo appears to be in a much different position than other zoos that 
have recently privatized. The Zoo is not in imminent danger of closing due to , 
animal ·deaths, employee fraud, or loss of accreditation. There do not seem to be 
significant opportunities for outsourcing that could reduce operating costs. There 
does not seem to be much room to enhance earned income, given the dramatic 
increases the Zoo has achieved in this area in the past decade. The Zoo is now on 
the upper end of earned revenue per ~tor compared to similarly-sized zoos. The 
Zoo is bound by relatively few state restrictions on admissions income, 
admissions fees and purchasing. In short, the State and the Zoo have already 
achieved many of the gains that other zoos seek through privatization. 

Furthennore, the costs and risks of privatizing are not trivial: significant 
transaction costs in staff time, energy and direct costs;. potential transition costs 
(e.g., employee pension plan turnover); ongoing costs to the Zoo such as 
insurance, legal and infonnation systems costs; and the uncertainty of access to 
bonding money could seriously destabilize the Zoo's financial situation. Out 
financial analysis projects a net increase in the Zoo's annual operating budget of 
approximately $250,000 if the Zoo were a nonprofit entity • 

It appears that the potential benefits of privatization could be achieved without 
actually privatizing. Hiring a nationally renowned zoo leader at a market-rate 
salary could happen if the legislature allowed the Zoo board to set the salary of 
the Zoo president. Significantly increased contributed income could be raised if 
the Zoo hired a truly visionary leader on _an experience and pay level with the 
leaders of other major zoos nationwide and major local cultural institutions. 
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2. Cap the State support of Zoo operations at the current level. 

Most zoos that have privatized have agreed to a cap on public funding or a cap 
with inflationary increases. This does not seem like an unreasonable burden to 
place on the Zoo, given its past history of revenue development. Such a cap could 
potentially have the effect of accelerating progress towards increased earned and 
contributed income goals. -

3. Forgive all debt service going forward. 

Yes, the Zoo put itself in the position of incurring substantial debt Yes, in 
hindsight this was a bad decision. But it's time to move on. The debt service on 
Discovery Bay and roof repair is a crippling burden that amounts to eight percent 
of the Zoo's 1999 operating budget. No other state agency is subject to debt 
service at- this level, and no other cultural organization could function with such 
indebtedness. Wipe the slate clean. The financial analysis conducted for this 
study clearly demonstrates the profound positive impact of this change on the 
Zoo's financial situation. 

4. Remove the cap on the salary of the Zoo President, and hire a leader with 
the vision and experience to take the Zoo to the next level. 

By most measures the Minnesota Zoo is considered to be one of the best and most 
well-attended zoos in the U.S. It is not without its problems and challenges, but it 
is a large and complex organization that calls for an experienced leader to address 
those challenges. Seasoned nonprofit leaders are in short supply and high 
demand. The current salary for the Zoo president is not sufficient to attract a top
tier leader. It is not even close to the salaries being paid to the leaders of other 
similarly-sized local private nonprofit organii:ations. Our financial analysis 
assumes a significant increase in the Zoo president's salary. This would require 
legislation to exempt the Zoo president from state salary restrictions, as in the 
case of the director of the Minnesota State Historical Society. The Zoo's previous 
president created a tremendous spirit of enterprise at the Minnesota Zoo, and the 
results in increased earned income speak to her accomplishments. That spirit 
needs to be revived if the Zoo is to live up to its full potential. 

5. Create a compelling vision for the Zoo's future, and a plan to carry It out. 

There is tremendous lack of clarity surrounding the Zoo's future. There is no 
facilities master plan or strategic plan supported by a long range financial plan. 
First, the Zoo needs to develop a process to determine what kind of zoo the 
customers and stakeholders of the Minnesota Zoo want and are willing and able to 
pay for. Then the Zoo needs to produce strategic, facilities and business plans to 
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execute and fund that vision. Th~ process used to develop the vision must be 
inclusive, with the State as major partner. 

Our financial analysis explored two capital investment scenarios ranging from 
"adequate" to "optimal" capitalization of exhibits and program facilities. The 
actual.dollar amount needed to fully optimize zoo exhibits and program facilities 
will be determined pending the outcome of a comprehensive planning process. 

· 6. Invest In capital Infrastructure. 

The Zoo's capital infrastructure is in urgent need of repair and replacement The 
State should immediately invest in addressing those areas where staff and visitor 
safety are at risk, animal health is compromised and amenities are in decline. 

7. Invest In the capacity to develop contributed Income. 

The Zoo's contributed income is underdeveloped. In most cases, there is a direct 
connection between investment in staff resources and the funds ultimately raised. 
The Zoo should build on the momentum of the recently-completed, successful 
capital campaign and create a full-service development department with sufficient 
staff to increase contributed income in all areas, with a special focus On 
individuals and project support to provide budget relief. Begin a capital and 
endowment campaign to fund the following: 

• Infrastructure (State funding) 
• Exhibits and programs ( combination of State and private funding) 
• Endowment (private funding) 

A major capital campaign is the only way the Zoo can dramatically improve the . 
quality of its product and. level of visitation. .The Zoo must invest in new exhibits,. 
programs and amenities that will attract visitors of all ages. Over the past 20 
years, the State has appropriated or bonded $165 million in capital and operations 
funding of the Zoo, including its original investment to build the Zoo. This 
compares with $500 million invested by the State of North Carolina in its zoo, the 
only other state zoo in the nation. 

8. Develop clear measures of accountability.· 

The relationship between the Zoo, legislators and the executive branch can only 
be rebuilt on a platform of credibility and trust. The building blocks of this 
platform were laid in the "Partnership" discussio~ begun in the summer of 1998. 
All parties seem to agreethatmuch progress was made in these discussions. It 

· appears as though the Partnership concepts could form the basis for agreed-upon 
performance measures for which the Zoo and the State could hold each other 
mutually responsible .. These measures would reflect the unique nature of this 
state agency, give the Zoo sufficient latitude to live up to its potential, and provide 
state legislators with the level of accountability the magnitude of their support 
deserves. 
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9 .. Significantly Improve Beglslatlve relations. 

The State is the Zoo's single largest donor by far. The Zoo must devote 
significant time and effort to educating. legislators about Zoo programs. The Zoo 
must speak consistently, with one voice. That voice should be the personal, 
passionate informed voice of the Zoo president and/or a vice president for 
extern.al relations and members of the Zoo board. 

As the findings in this report indicate, there is much good news about the Zoo's 
past perfonnance of which many legislators are unaware. Furthermore, many 
legislators lack an understanding of the complexity and challenges of running a 
major zoo. Clearly; the Zoo's image is not as positive as the Zoo board would 
like it to be. At the same time, many legislators feel that the Zoo does not take 
legislative realities into account This gap in mutual understanding and trust must 
be bridged. 

10. Deepen and expand the Zoo's educational mission. 

The Minnesota Zoo is a living lab and environmental education is at the heart of 
its mission. The Zoo needs to:J 

• Invest in classroom facilities for children and adults. 
• Aggressively pursue partners (such as the Department of Natural Resources) 

and funders with interests in conservation and education. 
• Begin to charge a modest amount for K-6 educational programs, as do other 

local family attractions. · 
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LIST OF INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED FOR ZOO GOVERNANCE 
STUDY 

Minnesota Zoo Board and Minnesota Zoo Foundation Board 

Dan Rohr (chair), John Appel, Ellie Crosby, Ned Dayton, Jack Forsythe, Peter 
Hutchinson, Gene Merriam, Jim Trenda, JeffRuehle(chair), Foundation Board 

Minnesota Zoo Staff 

Connie Braziel (acting director), Jim Reinholdz (VP finance), Jim Streater (biological 
programs), Mike Traub (former VP marketing), Lars Erdahl (VP education), Kim 
Thomas (operations director), Jon Cieslak (VP development), Sharon Foster (MAPE), 
Steve Estebo (MAPE), Ross Taylor (AFSClv.lE), John Lott (AFSCl\IB), Gary Hall 
(MlvfA), Steve Christensen (Directors Advisory Council) 

AFSCME Council 6, AFL-CIO 

Julie Blehyl, Tom Bier, Bob Clegg 

State of Minnesota 

Pam Wheelock (Commissioner of Finance), Peggy Ingison (Asst Finance 
Commissioner), Doug Watnemo (Executive Budget Officer), Chas Anderson (House 
Ways and Means staff), Steve Ernest (Fiscal Analyst, Senate Environment Budget), 
Wayne Simoneau (Department of Employee Relations), Harry Carlson (Department of 
Employee Relations), David Bergstrom (MN State Retirement system), Dick 
Phutzenreuter (U of M Finance), Representative Tom Osthoff, Representative Dave 
Bishop, Senator Jane Krentz, Representative Tim Pawlenty 

Other Zoos 

Kevin Bell ( director, Lincoln Park Zoo); David Jones ( director, North Carolina 
Zoological Park), Steve Taylor (director, Cleveland Metroparks Zoo), David Towne 

· · ( director, Woodland Park Zoo), Satch Krantz ( director, Riverbanks Zoo) 

Funders/Potential Funders 

Sarah Lutman (Bush Foundation), Jay Cowles, Jud Dayton, Ned Dayton, Ellen Luger 
(General Mills Foundation), Dick McFarland (Dain Rauscher and Zoo Campaign Chair), 
Rip Rapson (McKnight Foundation), Penny Hunt (Medtronic Foundation), Diane Lilly 
(Norwest Bank Foundation), Ron McKinley (St. Paul Companies), Carolyn Roby 
(Norwest Bank Foundation), Paul Verret (St. Paul Foundation), Cindy Kleven (3M 
Foundation), Bill McGuire (United Health Care) 
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Local and Regional Governments 

Ted Mondale (Metropolitan Council), Mary Haman-Roland (Apple Valley mayor), 
Brandt Richardson (Dakota County administrator), Will Branning (Dakota County 
commissioner), Jack Ditmore (Dakota County director of Operations, Management and 
Budget), Amie Stefferud (Metropolitan Council Senior Parks Planner) 

Other 

Nina Archabal, Director, Minnesota State Historical Society), Kathryn Roberts (former 
~ Zoo director), Kathy Wilson, (VP Science Museum and former VP, Bronx Zoo), 
Ross Kramer (Zoo lobbyist), Kate Bronislawski (American Zoo and Aquarium 
msociation) 
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Appendices and Source Documents 

1. Listt of individuals intervnewed for this study 

2. Historical timeline 

3. Historical data graphs 

4. Membership history 

5. Attendance history 

t;-; Private fund raising history 

7. American Zoo and Aquarium Association data 

8. 2020 Trend Report 
Key trends for 1999 to 2020, their implications for the American Zoo and 
Aquarium Association and its members, and possible strategies to respond to 
those trends 

~J. Economic Impact and Services of Minnesota Zoological Garden 
Assessing MZG's Opportunity to Target Services for Economic Impact 

10. Financial Audit, July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1997 
Enterprise revenue, pajroll and administrative expenditures 

11. Strategic plan 

ll. Education master plan 

13. Student participation in zoo programs 

14. Market research information 
1998 Attendance Monitor-Angus Reid Group 
Attitude and Awareness Survey (non-visitors) 
1998 Visitor Survey · 

15. Partnership discussions summary 

16. Privatization contract study 

17.Insurancecosts 
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18. Zoo privatization case studies 
Atlanta, San Francisco, Pittsburgh, Lincoln Parle, San Antonio, Woodland Park 
(Consulted-heavily but not included here due to size of document) 
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CONSULTANT PROFILES 

Ann L. Bitter, consultant to nonprofits 
Credentials 
• Has 24 years of experience in nonprofit leadership in museums, public broadcasting and 

higher education 
• Developed deep knowledge of the Twin Cities philanthropic community. Has significant 

experience and success in strategic resource development for Walker Art Center·and the 
Minneapolis Sculpture Garden, the Science Museum of Minnesota and Minnesota Children's 
Museum. 

• Was chief government relations officer for the Science Museum of Minnesota and Minnesota 
Children's Museum. Developed constructive relationships with State legislators in procuring 
significant bonding and operations funds. 

• Has many years of experience in designing and working with nonprofit governance structures 
in major Twin Cities attractions, and as a governance consultant. 

Diane Herman, Senior Vice President, Cincinnatus 
Credenti'als 
• Has 23 years of experience in for-profit business, the public sector and consulting to the arts, 

education, health care and social service industries . 
• Managed several large businesses at The Pillsbury Company, with responsibility for 

changing their strategic directions and positioning them for more profitable long-term 
growth . 

• Worked for the Governor of Minnesota and the senate majority leader on a variety of public 
policy assignments, including as Director of the Legislative Commission on Employee 
Relations, whose mandate was to reengineer state labor unions and collective bargaining 
structures. 

• Substantial experience in consulting to nonprofits on governance, strategic business planning, 
competitive and earned income strategies. 

• Skilled facilitator, market researcher and focus group designer and leader . 

E. Bradley Wilson, CPA, Assurance Partner; 
Maria Christodoulou, CPA, Manager, Grant Thornton LLP 

Brad Wilson is Partner-in-Charge of Grant Thornton's Minneapolis office Assurance 
Department. He has over seventeen years of professional accounting experience. His primary 
area of expertise is accounting and auditing. 

Maria Christodoulou is a CPA and manager with experience in developing feasibility studies and 
company valuations, auditing, product marketing plans and preparation of financial statements. 
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